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troduct ion

This report represents a slmthesis of my rvork as a graduate
student in social \^Ìork. The initial
on a review of the literature

portion of the text is focused

in the area of social network theory,

rvhile the rernainder of the report deals with the process and results
of my practicum.
This practicum r,ias persued at several levels conrmencing

September

I97l and ending June 1978, The general objectives of the practicum \rere:
i)

To examine the literature

pertinent to the concept of social

net\{ork, and to relate this information to social work practice with
individuals and families.
ii)

To develop and enhance skills

in the area of interpersonal

practice with individuals and families using the conceptual model of
social net.r¡ork as a frame\,7ork for intervention.
iii)

A secondary, but important objective of this practicum

relates to learning in the field of alcohol abuse and addiction.

It

is hoped that via reading and practice that information and skills
necessary for r¿orking with alcoholics and their familíes witl be obtained.
Expected educational benefits fo be derived from a practicum of

this nalure include:
i)

Gaining knowledge of a conceptual model- that provides a basis

for social work practice and research.
ii)

Development of skills

network based interventions.

in the area of family therapy

and

t

Chapter I

Social Network
Historical Development

:

Theo

Emerging Concepts and Defínitions

As an area of research the study of social netr¡orks is relatively

youtlg. Barnes, an anthropologist, \{as apparently the first

to use

t-he concept analytically

researchers

in 1954.4 He was one of the first

to use the term rsocial networkt in a systematic way. His major focus
Lras

the study of class in a Norwegian fishing vi1lage, and the concept

of netr,¡ork served as a rnode of descriptive analysis.
Barnes conceived of socjal network as a field of social relations,

and focused on the interpetsonal links in that fÍeld.

Historically

this fact is significant for it deviates from the more conventional
modes

of analysis used during this period, and encompasses a wider

frame of reference than was possible if he had strictly

adhered to

other conceptual frameworks.
The concepts Barnes used were tsocial networkr and rsetr; he

distinguishes between the runbounded social networkf and the fbounded
social networkr centered on a single person. The latter he cal1ed rsett.
Barnes' analysis províded the impetus for ETizaberh Bort (1957)6

to expand and specify the concept. Her study of the social networks
of twenty London families has been described as ttthe single most
influential
One

work in network research".

of Bottfs initial

aims was to examine the diversíty of

patterns of conjugal role relations and to investigate the possibility

I

I

)

of the relationship of such, patterns with extra-familial

sources

She adopted the structure of social network as a means to analyze

ller definition of a network is re1atively
consistent with that of Barnes t. She does not offer a precise

anC explain her data.

definition,

but telids to view the network as being composed of

kinsmen, neighbours, and friends.

She contrasts the relatíonsÌ-iips

her couples l-rad in this area with relationshlps derived from involvement j,n more organized groups, and concludes (p.216) that:

"The inrrnediate social environment of an urban
family consists of a netr¡ork rather than an
organized group. A network is a social confi.guration in which some, but not all, of the
conponent external units maintain relationshíps
with one another. The erternal units do not
inake up a larger social whole. They are not
surrounded by a comnìon boundary.tt
The concept network is a wide term covering a complexity of

social relationships.

Networks may have one or more cornponent parts,

or segments. Not all of the segments of networks wíll be characteristically

the sarne. Bott introduces the feature of rconnectednesst

to examine this particular aspecL of networks. She talks in ferms
of tclose-knitt and tloose-knítt netr¡orks, Bott defines connectedness
as "the extent to which people knor"n by a famíly know and ncìet one
another independently of the family". Hence, a tclose-knitr network
is one in which there are many relationships among component units;
while a tloose-knit t network is one in whích there are few such
Epstein (1961¡l7h"r examined this feature of Bottsl
work and suggests that the division of networks into topent (1oose)
rel-atlonships.

',

1

could be applied to different parts of a single
personal network. The relatively tclosedr parts rvould form an
ef fective netr^¡ork ivhile the nore topenr parts would form Lhe extended
or'closed'types

netr¡ork.

I'fost of the 1i terature introduced to this point deals with

anthropological applications of the concept of social network. This
concept has also entered the realm of clinical
One

research and practice.

of the problems in tracing tl-ie evolution of the concept into this

real.m lies in the area of ascertailring its point of entry.
lo6

(1976)'and Erickson (I914)'hoth tcnd to give Bott'credit

Attneave

for her impetus

in this area. Her study lajd the foundation for further research and
applications of the theoretical notions that she presents.
Erickson (1975)9df"ringt,ishes two historícally
in the líterature

significant trends

that pertains to social networks and points out that

there appears to be only a minjmal connection betr¿een basic research
and interpersonal practice,

He notes .that most of the basic research

has been conducted by British ar-rthropologists and sociologists, while

practíce applicalions are largely a North American product.
The term rnetworkt has a wide varíety of meanings. A number of
definitions appear in the literature
and pictorialty

- some are explicitly

represented (ie: Mitchell (1969)), while others are

implied in analytical statements (ie: Bott
One

stated

of the difficulties

(1957

) and Epstein (196I)).

involved in the use of the concepr is the

relative lack of generally accepted terminology that can be used for

J

I

)
descrlptive purposes. Although the field ís developing, the

number

of concepls available for the purpose of analysí-s remains limited.
As a means of settíng the stage for analysis in the latter

of thls report it is useful to examine some of the definitions

chapters
and

conceptual notions pr'esenLed in the literature.

ì'fitchell
linkages

( 1969)

arnong

170.f

,.,", a social netr¡ork as "a specif ic set of

a defined set of persons ivith the additional property

that the characteristícs of those linkages as a rshole may be used to
i-nterpret the social behaviour of the persons involvedtt.
l,fitchell and others3'18'7, rho have used the notion of social
networks in the interpretation of field clata, have found it necessary

to disti.nguish certai.n features or characteristics of netrvorks in order
to al1ot¡ for the conceptst use as a mode to explain behaviour.
These features include:

1) anchorage - the point of anchorage of a network is usually
taken to be some specified individual (family) whose behaviour the
observer wishes to interpret.

2) reachability - merely implies that every specified person
can be located wíthin a certain number of steps from any given startí-ng

point.
3) density - I'fitchell cautions that reachability and density
should not be confused. Density refers to the extent to whích people
know and interact with one another.

4) range - range refers to the number of persons v¡ho have

4
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)

contact with Lhe person (or group) on which the netr¿ork is anchored.
Ìlitche1l notes Lhat "tl're first

order range or number of

who have direct contact ç'ith the focal person is likely

p

er sons

to be a sig-

nificar'rt feature of personal lleLrvorkstt.
E¡icksonrs (1974 e i975) 8,9,I0 r,'ork deals inai.nly with the concept
of per:sonal netrvork. A_dopting an approach of anchoring the netrvork
on an indirridual, cotrple, family or other organization, it is then

possible to move outward to locate tj.es that connect the person with
others.

Erickson

( I 975)

10

conceives of a personal neLr"ork as conposed

of a fcrcal p.¡r-son and everyone Lhat pel.son J<-lror*rs or r'ilteracts with;
I

his reiationships with each of these, and the set of relationsl.rips
Lhat exist with these others independently of the focal person.
Three components or subsecLors are delineated:

a) a kinship sector;

b) a sector of frjends, neighbours, and workmates; c) a sector of
caregivers, which may include a social worker, a general practitíoner,
clergy, psychiatrist,

or others in socially sanctioned helping pos-

itions.
One of the features that differentíates

the concept of network

from that of group relates to boundaries. A personal network is

arbitrarily
distinct

an

bounded number of indivlduals w[-rj.le a group usually tras

and identif j.ab1e boundaries. A f ew dia¡¡rams, shovrrr on the

following page, illustrate

the arbitrary nature of network boundaries.

5
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In figure 1, a set of links is shor¡n between a focal person
and those that he knows; in the second figure the ties betr,'een others

in his immediate social environment aïe shov¡n (Íe: this díagram
indicates that tAt knows tCt). The third figure represents connections
between the focal person and still

others in his social envíronment;

here second and third order tÍes are shor..n, E, F, and G knorv the focal
Person through D. An infinite

serjes of connecti.ons or Links can be

conceptualized via this process.
The definitions

of network that have been presented to this poínt
tend to hold the central notion that a tnetworkr is a set of relationships among a number of persons.
An examination of the early literature

in the area of social

networks leads one to believe that each author has classified

the

term accor:ding to his own needs, Ericltson (Ig57)lOnotes that tra certain
amount of terrninological confusion has appeared in the literature

and

postulates that this may be due to the reÌatíve recency of the concepts

r

development.". Banck (1973)3"tt"r""s the importance of thÍs developmental
phase and comments (p.38) "C1ear1y we are in the exploratory but important
phase of classifÍcation;

.. What stands out, however, is

6
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the basic notion that networks have to

<1o

with (socÍal) índividuals

lr

Although the anthropologists find the concept one that is useful

for desc¡iptive and analytic purposes, the cor-rcept
practitioners in the clir-rica1

l-ras been used by

rea,l.m.

To date only a hanctful of terms and concepts useful- for analytic

or descriptive purposes have appeared j-n the literature.

The concept

of network has also been used by researchers and pr:actitione¡s in the
clinical

fie1d.

This review ¡,ril1 turn

no\,r

to an examinatÍon of

some

of the current usages of the term and to a discussion of some of the
lnore comìnon practice

f

orms associated r¿ith social networ:ks.

Cur¡ent Usages of Social Network
Gener:a1ly speaking, the use of network as it relates to practice
seems

to fall- into four categories.

Erickson (1975) outlines them

and comments that (p.aBB) "These categories are not mutually exclusive,

being present in most practice applications, but vary in the

of emphasis.

d

egree

tt

The four categc-rrÍes specif ied are:
1)

Network as a curative grouPr-ng

2)

Network as a location of resources

3)

Netr¡ork as an interpreter of help-seeking behaviour
and utilizatíon

4)

of services;

and

as a mítigator of the effects of multÍ- organizat ional
ínvolvement r,¡ith a family.

7
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1) Netr,rork as a curatíve grouping:
This area of practice appe,ars to
Speck and Attne.',r.I'tn't0rr.

be Lhe

most extensively <Jeveloped.

pioneers in th j.s development. They

colrtend that social network inte¡vcnt.íon j s

a

irned at rr.selti-ng in motion

the forces of healing irithin the Ìiving soclal fabric of people

rvhose

djsiress has led society and thernselves to label their behaviour

as

pathological".
Netroork is defined here as t'...,.all

inembers of the

all friends and neighbours of the family,

and

kinship system,

, in fact, everyorre

who

is of signí f icance to the itucl ear f arnily tl-rat offers the present ing
¡-,l ob1

20

"n,".

This mc¡del of practice involves drai^;ing together

as

nany (or a,ll)

of the above named people as possible to hold a tnetwork assemblyr.
This assembly

usr.ra11y

person or family.

takes place during a crisis period for the focal

In such an assernbly the ultimate

ai.m

is to accomplish

the tasks necessary to resolve the i¡rmediate problem(s), with the
objective of promotÍng continued problem solving r.'iLhin the wicler
network.
Speck and Attneave discuss tl-ri s f orm of netr+ork intervention in

their book '¡g*l]:

Ie!"g,Lk_q' , (I913).

They co¡rnenr thar rhe "....

goal of network j.ntervention is to utíIize
network rapldly to shake up a rigidified

the poiver of the assembled
s)'stem in order to al1or¡

changes to occur that the members of the system, with increased knowl edge

and insight into their predicaments, would wish to occur

and

for

B

l-9

which they are responsfble.rr The network is not assembLed

onl_y

for fts curative effect on the ídentified tpatíenÈr, but also to
bring about relatíonship

of

changes..ín,-.the wíder network

(íe: a tightening

bonds).

Erickson (1975) indicates Ëhat in

some r{rays

this

approaeh

represerits an expansion of faníly theiapy, since the nuclear famíI-y

is usual-ly taken as the focal- group. A number of the verbal-

and

action techniques Èhat have been used ín nore conventional farnily
therapy models are also used in this form of practice.

2)

Netr¿ork as
The

colllmon

a resource grouping:

notion of the network as a location of resources is held

Ln some \day to al-most. all forms of network based practice.

rn our urban society, mobílity,

and other forces

of sociar

cuLtural change have tendld q" conÈribute to the l-oosening of
between

and

bonds

families and members of theÍr extended kinship sysÈems.

extended famít-y

The

is stil-l- noted, however, to.be an íntegral provider

of emotional, physical-, and economic supporÈ to ít.s members. rn tímes
of crisis the l-inks between uembers of the net¡¡ork may need to be
revítalized.

Members

of the network uay have the potential- to provide

emotlonal and naterial- resources that can allevíate an individualts.

distress, or perhaps even contribute to the solution of his problen(s).
For exampl-e, relatives may be able to offer financíal assistance if

this is identified as a piroblen; or nefghbours

rDa,J¡

be able to offer

lnterÍm chtl-d care services Lf necessary. The aim is to eapftalize

I

t

upon the patterns of mutual helping and care-giving that exist in

family netrvorks. A note of caution;
capacity to provide all resout-ces to their
Professionals should be

a\nal-e

..not all families have the
meinbers.

of tlLe possibility

that too

many

demands can be placed on

the netr¿ork, the result being rvhat Erickson
terms f nel-rvork overloadt çf S74) 10. For exainple, the current policy
of community mental health places a greater responsibility

for the

care of the mentally í11 on farnilies and has been criticized

for often

being largely a substitution of family care for professional care.
Families may or may not have the r:esources in their net\,Jorks to adequately
cope rvith the menber r.rho is iderrtif ied as rnenlally i11t .
3) Network as an interpreter of I'relp-seeking behaviour:
In this case the focus is on the interactive network processes
prior to referral or treatment.. The primary emphasis is on the
that net\^¡orks act as constraints to, or facilítators

ways

of , service

ut ilization.
I/1
Hammer, (1964) studies the influence of small social networks

in relatj,on t-o hospital admission for psychiatric disorders.

Her

results indicate that, in general, the netl^/ork processes leading to
hospitalization

involve changes of several kinds includÍng altered

interpretations of behaviour, and changes in the relationships between
the identified rpatientt and others in his irnmediate social envlronment.
l'lcKin1ay (1973) I6

patterns of network communication
^n^Iyt"d
and exchange as lhey relate to tlay-consultationt and help-seeking

10
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behaviour. His findings indicate that these patterns differed
and under-utilizers

between utilizers

of social services.

I5
Jackson and Kogan (I963) presents a study which focuses on the

help-seeking behaviour of the families of alcoholícs.
one of the few which examines the availability,

iveness of services provided.

This study ís

variety, and effect-

Their results indicate that extrafamilíal

help-seeking is a patterned behaviour affected by factors other than
family pressures of the moment. Initial

sources of 'helpr included

kin and clergy, while later sources included Al-Anon groups and the
rnore traditional

clinics.

sources of help such as social agencies and psychiatric

Clearly irnplied, although not explicitly

stated, is that

changes in the help-seekers net\rork occurred during the process of

obtaining service.
One

of the areas delineated by Erickson as requiring network

analysis involves the

phenomenon

of clients who drop out of treatment

after one or Èwo sessions at an agency. He notes that non-continuence
Ín treatment, while it may be attributed to variables such as treatmenL
method, organizational procedures, or a disjuncture in values

objectives between client and practitioner,

and

is also related to activities

in the clientrs social network. This is important when related
the treatment of alcoholism. Activitíes

Eo

in the clientrs network

indeed influence his entry into and progress in treatment.
known, however, of the nature of these ínfluences.

Little

may

is

11
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F4) Network as a mitígator of effects of multi-organizational
involvements:
I^Ihile attempts have been made to quantify-and analyze social

networks?lit r"r"ins difficult

to describe the chara.t"ri"tí."

of

network linkages as a whole. This is the step, Erickson (1975)

contends, that dífferentiates

networks from other forms of organiz-

ation, and wíll allow for the characterization of networks as having
patterns and propertíes of their

or^¡n.

Here, what is importanË ís that a set of relationshíps that exist
independently of the focal person or group be considered.
Auerswald (1971)2describes a meËhod of practice that attempts to
account for linkages that exist independently of the focal person or

group. He adopts an ecological frame¡vork and calls his approach the
rínter-systems conferencet method. rn cases where
a number of caregiving organizations are involved, this approach refers to the bringing
together of whore families and representatives of the care-giving
agencies in an attempt to solve faroily problems.

Erickson (Lg74)Sdescribes a sÍrnilar approach combined with continuing fanily therapv and calls this rcombíned faurily and service
net¡pork interventionr.

He co¡ments t,hat, "viewing Ëhe family and

a1r of its care givers as a single unit of intervention is what
sets this approach apart from the traditional
socía1 work".

case conference in

l2

r

I

Social Networks and Inte

ersonal Pracrice

Although the theoretical and empirical bases for the clinical

application of the concept of network are relatively

recent in their

origins, the concept has been utilized wifh apparent suicess by

a

number of researchers and practitioners.

Garrison (f974)1ld""".ibes a technique for assessing, planning
foi and rnonitoring individuals in crisis.

By ínvolving íntimate

friends and family members r¿hen an individual is in crisis

and

encouraging this netr^rork to cluster around the individual in

a

supportive vray during the crisís period; he claims this method ís of
value when dealing with persons in a v¡ide variety of crisis situatíons.
He writes (p.351) that:

"For Éherapists willing to experiment with social
systems techniques the "Screening-Linking-Planning"
method offers an effective mode of social network
intervention. tt
Attrr"".r"l'20di"".r"ses the use of si:nilar techniques in crisis
situations and indicates that working with a partial network from
the beginning serves to circumvent the stage of patient dependency
which may arise as a problem when utilÍzing

another method of

therapeut ic intervent ion.

Garrison and l^ierfei- (Ig77) l2.o*r"r,t on the use of social networks

in clinical

practice.

They base their Ëechnique on the assumption that

the solution to a wide variety of human dilermas lies within the
collectíve resources of an indivídualrs social network.
These authors contend that social network intervention is the

13
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next logical step in the clinical

evolutionary process.

We work

r¿ith índividuals, dyads, and have expanded t[-re def init j on of the
appropriate unit of jntervention Lo 1nc1ude the family of

e-xLcnded

family and groups. The next logical step seems to be Lo j-nclude the
iinrnediate social environment of Lhe c1jent as an appropriate unit for
i.nt ervent ion

.

Speck and Reuveni have used netr¡ork Lechniques in the treatinent

of fschizophrenicr families and report apparent success.
Their a.ssumptions relate to the use of net\,Jork as a curative
grouping, as discussed earlier in this paper. The i¿ider network of
the family is said to be at least partía1ly pathological, thus a
large group of people are assembled not only to tcuret one member of

)

the netivork but also to bring about relationship changes within the
network.
I9

Their I969 article presents a case study and they conclude that
network therapy \{as successful in modifying relationships within the

fainily, and in providing a viable social structure of continuing su¡rport.
Gatti and Colernan (lg76) l3di".trr" a method of net\^/ork based
practlce that has evolved out of their work in a publíc school

sysl'em

in the United States. They call this mode of practice rcommunity
network therapyt.

In part they employ traditional

structural family

therapy, working with families and family sub-systems. Added to
this is active involvement r^¡ith the family in dealing with the community
and its institutions.

)

Ibowledge of the community and its resources

T4
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)
is used to build networks that are supportive and helpful to the
farnily in solving its problems. Most of their work involves chíldren
as the ridentifiedt client and four basic principles guide their
intervention.

These are surmarized: (p.609-610)

1) Involve the whole family in an open, concrete, problem
solving style.
2) Establish and maintain contact with as many of the extrafarnilial people and instÍtutions

that affect the clientfs

life as possible.
3) Aid the people in the clientts world to see behaviour

as

human and comprehensible, even though problematíc,

4) Offer a cultural perspective on problems in Ii-ving
promote flexibility

and

and an active sense of choice.

These authors also report that much of the work that they do is

in the famílies' home environment. They note t.hat the "particular
strength of this approach

is the way that. it combines the

more

typically paraprofessional advocacy role and the building of networks
with the traditional

clinical

approach".

As is noÈed prevíously, Ericksonfs (1974 & 1975) ¡¿ork deals mainly

with the concept of personal network. To recapitulate, according to
Erickson a personal network ís:

"A flexibly bounded grouping of individuals comprising
at least a focal person, everyone this focal person
knows or interacts hrith, the set of relationships
between those individuals; and the set of relationships
that exist independently of the focal person." (p.492)

I
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Erickson (1975)lO",ro-"rizes a number of assumptions that
are conmonly made in descriptions of network based practice.
Briefly stated these assumptions are:

,

1) A-1l networks are more or less alike.
2) Networks can serve a curative function by
moving to a tight-knit

form.

3) NeÈ¡¿orks are helpful.
4) Networks are available.
These assumptions raise a number of questions and Erickson

discusses some of their problematic implications.

First,

it is

not knov¡n whether or not netroorks can or do function curatively,
nor how networks differ along essential dimensions. Further, it
seems obvious

that no group of people can automatically be

to be helpful.

assumed

Clear1y, it is too soon to make any sweeping

generalizations regarding the efficacy of network intervention.
There are however some definite advantages of a network based

approach. At this point v¡e know considerably more about some sectors
of networks than of others.

For example, we have learned a great

deal about the internal relationships and functioning of families,
but

r.¡e know

little

abouÈ the relatíonships in the area of the care-

giver sector (which may have a definite impact on intervenÈion with
families).

The concept of network offers a viable framework for

approaching questions raised in the area. Erickson notes several

other advantages of a network based approach, These are: (Erickson, 1975)

16
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1) A large number of relationships are included in
the context of understandíng behaviour.
2) A number of intervention points can be envisaged
within the network.

3) A number of compatible relationship theories

and

interventíon strategies can be utilized.
4) Large areas of social science content can be
integrated into the basic structure of the framework.

5) Clinicians and other care-givers are included in the
network. Consequently, one or more organization, their
policies and programs are included as legitimate
subjects of interest.
Aside from the more obvious benefits, these advantages have a
number of irnplications for the practitioner.

No longer is one lirnited

to workíng sole1y within the bounds of one body of theory; nor is

one

required to focus on the individual or family as the only desired
target for intervention.
Conceptualizing the total social matrix permits a wide range of
choice of whom to íncorporate into various intervention sessions.

In this respect one may select certain parts of the network which are
more relevant or influential

than others, and focus on them.

Criteria regardlng when to intervene on a network 1eve1 vary
among

clinicíans using this approachrll'12as do crileria

t.he appropriate portions of the network for intervention.

!

for selecting
These are

T7
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areas that require further research. Garrison (1977) l2states that,

the decisíon to consider network intervention depends upon several
factors.

These include-the clientrs

attitude toward this sort of

approach, the care-givers involved and their willingness or unwillingness

to co-operate, as well as the state of affairs and availability

of

resources in the client.rs immediate environment.
Erickson comments (tgzs)lOtrr"t; "There is no particurar reason

to atternpt interpersonal work ¡¿ith r¡ho1e or partial networks unless
the characteristics of the network are such that this seems the
treatment of choicetr. He offers some tentative models of network
indícators for interventíon:
I)

A network moving from tight to loose-knit; or

vice versa.
2) Kinship and friendship sectors are rtruncatedt,
and the members of the service sector do not know
one another (ie: they are marked by a 1ow degree

of connectedness).
3) l{here the flolt of conrnunication betr^¡een the focal
person and the kinship sector is uni-directional

(ie: the focal person or family receives behavioural
advice from other mernbers of the network, buÈ does

not have the opportuníty to reciprocate).
4) The netr+¡ork is characterízed by a low degree of
reachability, that is, the focal person has difficulty

\-

I

i

getting in touch with kin, fríends or care-givers.
For example, the client may only have access to his
income securit.y v¡orker through another 'o¡orker or

a

general practitioner may be the only link to a psychiatrist.
5) The network is marked by a low degree of
or durability
family

r,¡ho

permanenee

(ie: as in the case of an individual or

is highly mobile and separates from the

wÍder network with no compensaring growth in a revised
network)

.

Practice based on the network concept requires a somewhat complex
1evel of analysis.

One must

consider what seem to be two levels of

behaviour simultaneously. The complexity of individual behaviour

and

interpersonal behaviour in relationships must be taken into account
at the same time. The decision to intervene at [he network level
involves at least an attempt to conceptualize the entire matrix.
Although only a beginning has been made in developing a framework

for network analysis Erickson (1975) contends that: (p.aB7)
"The concept of personal network holds high promise
for becoming a major unifying framework in clinical
practice: as an analytic viewpoint, as a schema for
problem location, and as an area of practice and
research. tt

In summary then, the concepË of social netvrork offers what appears
to be a useful framework for the examination of a number of social
probleu situations.

This concept will serve as a basic frame of

reference in the next chapter which presents a discussion of the famíIy
and the problems of alcohol abuse and alcoholism.

l-
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Chapter II

Alcoholism, the Family

and

Social Networks
Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse: Theoretical Approaches

It is generally accepted thaË alcohol abuse has a major impact
on families, and indeed on the community as a whole. The misuse of

alcohol by one member of a community has a myriad of consequences for
others in his immediate environment.
Historícally

the alcohol abuser has been the primary locus of

concern for indivíduals and agencies involved in research and in the

planning and provision of treatment servíces .I9

'2O

Recently, however, there has been a growing move in both the
research and practice literature

toward including the abuserrs

immediate social environment as an important array of variables in

ascertaining the etiology of the problem, and in the planning

and

context of treatm.rrt. 1 '4'6
Some

the

of the models more commonly used to assess and understand

phenomenon

and the social.

of problem drinking are the biological,

the psychological

These three models (or perspectíves) have been amply

documented in the literature

for rnany years. A complete revier¡ is

beyond the scope of thís report.

However, a brief discussion of each

perspective seems essential and ís offered beIow.
a) The Biological Model: Early ÈheorisÈs who adopted this approach
define problem drinking primarily in relatfon to its physiological

I

r
I

2

correlates and characteristics.

Thi-s definitíon

of alcoholism

as

a dísease has sprung from the rnedical rnodel, which views disease

as

resulËing from alteration in body chemistry or physiology. This belief
requires the demonstration, for example, that alcoholism is the result
of soure endocrine imbalance, or hereditary genetic characterístic.
The difficulty

with thís model however, is that it fails to account

for individual differences or the role that social factors play in the
etiology of the problem. The focus here is clearly on the individual
and his "paÈhology".

b) The Psychological Model: This model also focuses on the
individual in an attempt to understand and treat the personality or \
behavioural disorder that is thought to be associated with the drinking
problem.

Both the intra-psychic and the behavioural approaches are encompassed here, and the origins of some of the concepts can be traced

back to psychoanalytic theory
Although many expansions and modifications of these theories have
taken place since early time, Beigel and Ghertner (Ig77)4point out that

their focus remains largely at the individual or behavioural level.
The Origins of a Socia1 Model:

To date there have been no specific biological or psychic factors

clearly identified

that would allow for a conclusive prediction that

*For a discussion of these factors see Volumes I & 2
of Benjamin Kissen and Henry Begleitersr series of
5 Volumes.
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alcholism will appear in a specific individual,

(Beigel & Ghertner,

1977). Researchers in the late 1950ts turned their attention to the
assessment of socj-al factors related to the phenomenon of problen

drinking.

The researchers who adopted this approach focused on

model which utilized

a

social systems theory.

Beigel and Ghertner discuss the use of this model and note
(p. I99) that:

"Rather than emphasízing bíological or psychological
factors, proponents of the social model viewed problem
drinking as resulting from phenomenon derived from
all aspects of an individualrs life pattern. Rather
than de-emphasizíng the social dimensions of behaviour
and considering them as unessential to the origin and
course of the problem, these theorists proposed that
the social context in which drinking behaviour begins
and continues is a primary source of the problem and
must be addressed if rehabilitation is to occur.rl

This model attempts to account for the socía1 context of
problem drinking, and leads to the consideratíon of an array of social

variables as being important in the understanding and treatment ofthe problern. variables such as age, eÈhnicity, social status, marital
relationships, and family history and functioning can nor/ir be considered legitimate subjects of interest for researchers,
Irrhile recognizing that the problem drinker faces conflicts

and

problems which are not necessarily related to social forces, the model

maintains that alcohol abuse ís a problero that affects all aspects
of an individualrs life pattern and that bíological or psychologícal
asPects of the phenomenon cannot be viewed independently of the social
aspects.

3

I
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)
Now, having briefly

presented ideas from each of the contemporary

models used to assess the phenomenon of problem drinking, it should be

noted that the rvriter adopts a frame of reference rvhich is consistent

with that described as the 'social modelt.
The family is considered an important part of an individual

I

s

social matrix, and family oriented approaches to the treatment of
problem drinking are no\¡r gaining credibility

the field.
literature

This discussion will

nor^7

with practitioners in

turn to a review of some of the

in this area.

Family 0ríented Approaches to the Treatment of Alcohol Abuse

Steinglass (f976) 20 provides a comprehensive review of the clinj-cal

)

and experimental literature

that relates to family approaches to the

study and treatment of alcoholism. He arbitrarily,

justificatíon,

but with consíderable

dívides the literaÈure into a four stage sequenee vrhich

takes this order:
1) Initíal

interest in the talcoholic marriager.

2) Experimentation with concurrent group therapy techniques.
3) The application of farníly theory concePts.
4) Tentative use of the more traditional

family therapy

techniques.

According to Steinglass, the early studies of the effects of
alcoholism and the famlly \rere based on an interactional model.

The

focus of these studies !¡as on husband and wife, and tended to view

the r¿ife of the alcoholic as

\-

someone

r¿ith severe psycho-pathology.

4

2
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This psychopathology on the part of the wífe led her to choose an
alcoholic husband and to perpetuaËe his probl-em. These studies, for
the most., were based on retrospective analysis and rarely included
both husband and ¡¿ife in therapy conjointly.
Steinglass concludes (p.99) thaÈ to date 'rno convincing evidence
has emerged suggesting a single personality "type" characteristic to
wives of alcoholics, or a theoretical explanation of theír behaviour".
However, these early retrospective studies did provide for some change

in the focus of therapy.
The relationship between husband and r.¡ife came into question and

had to be vierved in terms of its current status.

Questions were raised

about the extent to which the interactional relatíonship between husband
and wífe served to contribute to or perpetuate problem drinking.

The

sPouse could be 1ogica1ly included in the treatnent process; and therapy

could legitimately be directed toward their relationship.
SLudies in group therapy provided further impetus toward the

inclusion of wives and significant others in the treatment pro"."".'
The use of group therapy during this period was largely confined to

holding concurrent sessions for wives and husbands and was viewed
mainly as an adjunct to individual therapy for the alcoholic.

However.

the fact that both husbands and r^,ives were included is signifieant,
for it paved the way for additional progress in the development of family
oriented treatment approaches
These couple approaches, although they irnply cognizanee of family

5
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)
factors, are by and large based on individually oriented techniques.
By the late 1950's papers began to appear that looked to the family

for clues to the treatment of the problem.
Joan K. Jacksonts (1962) l3"rrly paper discussed alcoholism as
crj-sis for the family.

a

Her research was conducted with "Alanon Family

Groups" and her observations spanned nearly a decade. In a latet p.0".14
Jackson concluded that the crisis

induced by alcoholism goes through

several stages related to the adjustment of family members to the
alcoholic member. Jackson organized her data into a chronology of seven
stages representíng farnily behavÍour in the 'alcoholie processr;

1) attempts to deny the problem, 2) atte¡npts to eliminate the problem,
3) disorganízation, 4) attempts to reorganize in spite of the problem,

)

5) efforts t.o escape the problem, 6) reorganization of the family around
the drinker íf he continues to drink, and 7) reeovery and reorganization
of the family (with or without the alcoholic member).
Jacksonrs sÈudy is significant

in.that she views the farnily

as

a total social unit, and also in that it served further to legitimize
the study of family related facLors in the etiology of alcoholism. Her
findi-ngs also have a number of implications for practitioners

field.

in the

These are discussed at greater length in a subsequent chapter.

Lemert (f960)17"1"o studied the sequence of events that relate to

fanily adjustment to alcoholism. His study included a socio-economíc
dimensíon, and he suggests that the perception of and interpretation

of events in an ralcoholicr fauily is related to socio-economic factors.

)

)

I
)
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For example, extended periods of absence and isolation are interpreted
differently by families dependent on their social status. Lemert concludes that family behaviour must be viewed in the larger cultural

context in which it occurs. This study

r,¡as

influential

in drawing

attention to factors in the wider socio-cultural context that ímpinge
upon families, and LemerË \rras apparently one of the first

researchers

to include dimensions of this nature.
Family practice theory developed concurrently in the 1950's

a number of practitioner-theorists

when

such as Bowen, Minuchin, and D.

Jackson directed their attention tor,Jard finding alternatives to the

traditional

explanat-ions for psychiatric conditíons.

They looked to

family structure and internal dynamics for clues in this regard..

)

In these early years family problems assocíated with alcohol

and

drug abuse \,ùere neglected and it \,¡as not until the early I970's that
papers began to appear which firmly linked farnily practice theory

and

alcoholism.
Bowen

(rg74)5.dopt" a systems framework and sees the ,process,

of drinking as one that relieves anxiety in the system. rncreased
faurilial resPonse to one memberrs drinking can spiral into a chronic
reciprocal problem. He further contends that anyt.hing that
to int.ercept this spiralling

c.an

anxiety will alleviate the problen.

be done
He

points out that ttas a dysfunction, alcoholism must exist in the context
of an imbalance in functioning of the total farnily system'. (p.Ir5)
rn this sense the dysfunction can only persist as long as members of

)

L
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the family continue to support thís spiralling

pattern.

other fainily theorists12'18'19.ont.rrd that homeostasis is the
key concept when approaching the problem of alcoholisrn in a family

system. Fanily systems, according to Fisch (r976>, seek and maíntain
homeostasis. This means that when something from inside or outside of
the family happens that threatens to change the established predictable
patterns, family members will do what they can to re-establish the
tnormalr, even if it means that the ¡¡hole.family co-operates to provoke
a member to resume drinking after he/she has stopped. The theory of
homeostasis supports the notion that drinking serves a function in the

family by shifting the balance from within, and allows for the release
of feelings by family members.' I^Iithout the occurrence of drinking,
these feelings often do not get expressed. Fisch (I976, p.133)

cornments

that 'rít is painful for all involved as it maintains a system wherein
contact among faurily members is minimal or very undermining". In therapy,
reciprocal role behaviours and their precarious balance are the targets
for intervention.

The mutuality of role behaviours in families where

one or more members ín the family are alcoholic is viewed as serving
t'an adaptive function".S ,n order to break the

dysfunctional pattern,

therapists must pay attentíon to the homeostatic function of the drinking
behaviour and to the purposes that ít serves for each famÍly.
To date only exploratory studies in the use of conjoint farnily

therapy techniques are reported in the literature.

A study conducted

by Meeks and Kel1y (I9zo)r8reporrs an evaluation of the efficacy of

2

family therapy technÍques introduced during the recovery phase of the
treatment of the 'alcoholict

member

of the family.

The treatment

techniques employed by these therapísts included a focus on conmunication

patterns, role-performance, and redefinition of the problem ín family
rather than individual terms. The evaluation of treatment while it
included an interest in drinking behaviour, also focused on issues of
improved family corn¡nunication and farnily equilibrium.

Esser (1970)10"1"o utilized

conjoint family therapy techníques in

the recovery or aftercare phase of the treatment of the alcoholic.
He viewed the family of the alcoholic as a ttgroup under stresstt and

focused therapy in the area of restoring communication between family
members, and the r:emoval of the ralcoholicr from the role of identified

patíent.

Here, a redefinition

of the problem in farnily terms is

important.
These studies, although they are exploratory in nature, do conclude

¡^tith statements that endorse and encourage continued use of family

therapy techniques in the area of alcoholism.
20
Steinglass--questions
the disinterest of family therapísrs in the

problem of alcoholism, stati-ng that this disinterest may be related to
Lhe common stereotypes held by professionals about alcoholics and to

the fact that the problem rnay be overlooked or eonsidered of secondary
importance. rn a frauework of family therapy, alcoholism can be

seen

as one of the many behaviour patterns used by families in their ongoing \
functioning.

Alcoholísm then may only be the tip of the iceberg,

9
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and the logícal extension of family theory argues against. the artif-

icial grouping of families by behaviourar symptoms such as abusive
drinking, (steíng1ass, 1977, p.295). sreinglass extends rhis logic
further and comments that "families ¡¡ith alcoholíc members who view
themselves as dysfunctional and seek help should be seen in farnily

therapy centres rather than in alcoholism treatment centresrr. If this

logic is correct it certainly has implications for current treatment
techniques and approaches to problem drinking.

This does not mean that

all treatment methods used today are inappropriate, but that farnily
oriented treatment approaches may be the most appropriate for certain
client groups.
In this light,

some

pertinent questions may be raised:

"What factors

does one need to consider when making the decísion to intervene using

a fanily therapy approach? Are modÍfications of the technique necessary?'l
Clearly a famíly method would seem most appropriate for those clients
who have intact family situations.
The question raised is; rAre there
alternatives to a pure farnily therapy approach that would be suitable
for those índividuals who do not have intact families?"

These and other

questions will be addressed later in this report.
Alcoho1 Abuse and Social Network Theory: Uncharted Territory

Ablon (I976) 1 reviewed the literaÈure on fanily structure and
behaviour in alcoholics and concluded that rfamily stressr is a major
issue to be acknowledged.

She contends that the ídeas and techniques

of crisis theory and family therapy províde a wealth of informatíon

t0
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for those who are involved in the treatment of the alcoholíc and his
family, and comments (p.zLI) that:
"To perceive alcoholism as an isolated phenomenon
unrelated to other forms of family crisis and to
treat it \,rithout relationship to existing theory is
as myopic as were earlier attempts to study and to
treat the alcoholic witl-rout regard to the netr¡orks
of significant other persons, experiences and situations in his Iife."
Although Ablon uses the term rnetwork' here, the literature

in

the area of alcoholism and the family is primarily concerned with
intrafamilial

dynamics. A number of researchers have done cross-

cultural studiesrl5'2I"rrd others have considered the v¡ork environmentr6
but rarely, if ever, does the líterature

deal with the wider social

network of the alcoholic.or his farnily.

)

A study conducted by Jackson and Kogan (1963) is referred to in
Chapter I.

This study focuses on the help-seeking behaviour of the

¡¿ives of alcoholics, in an attempt to determine whether there was

any patEern to the thelp-seeking processt. Their conclusions \¡rere:
(p. a71)

1) Help-seeking was deterrnined to be a patterned activity.
2) The greater amount of family hardship attributable to
drinking, the more families sought help and the more differenË sources
of help were sought.
3) Familj-es of alcoholies who achieved sobriety for
periods of long duration had different help-seeking patterns than did
fanilles where Èhe alcoholíc member did nst achieve sobriety.

)
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)
families of the 'inactiver alcoholic tended to seek help from

a

smaller range of resources over a shorter períod of time, whíle the
famílies of the stillractiver

alcoholíc tended to engage in bursts

of help-seeking behaviour and utilized a wider range of resources
over a greater length of time.
4) The findings also indicate that when these families
sought help they rrere Iikely to contact several thelpersr simultaneously
but that the llelpers v/ere rarely in contact with one another and rarely
made

referrals.
These findings have a number of implications that relate to the

use of social network theory.

)

For example, the description of families

seeking help from several sources of help simultaneously when these
thelpersr do not know of the otherst involvement brings to mind one

of the indicators for network intervention cited in Chapter I; that of
the service sector being characterized by a low degree of tconnectednesst.
The fact that families r^¡hose alcoholíc member continued to drink sought

help from more and varied sources j-s also significant.
(Knowledge of
the tdrinkersr network may shed some light on the reasons why this
occurred.) I,rlhat are the differences in the network that may contribute
to successful help-seeking? Apparently this question has not

been

approached as yet.

Ablon (L976) feels that unsuccessful help-seeking attempts in
the help-seeking career of spouses may contribute to the ranti-professionalr
attitudes found

)

\-

among Al-Anon members and

others who dismiss help-seekíng

t2
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,
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endeavors as futile.
The question raised when consídering this issue is, 'rhrhat factors

in the service sector play a role in contributíng to this state of
affairs?rt

This is a question that necessitates further research

and

is amenable to the use of a network based theory framework.
Finley (1966) ll"o.lyrus the effects of "role net\,rork pressure"

on

an alcoholics approach to treatment. He defines the network as "key
persons in an alcoholicrs environmenttt,

suggests thaË it is the
"ld
influence of these key persons that bring an alcoholic to treatment
and help him to utj,lize it.

The general proposition suggested by the

study findings is that an individual I s approach to treatment is ínfluenced
by the degree and durability of "ro1e network pressure". Finley concludes
by stating that the primary therapeutic task is the creatÍon, enhancement and maintenance of a high level of personal concern. This suggests

that the therapist becomes part of the 'role networkr.
Until recently, research workers and practítioners alike have
tended to be quite parochiaÌ in their views on alcoholism and the family,

Although advances have been made, only a few of the studies mentioned
acknowledge Ëhe importance of socio-cu1tural dirnensions outside the

nuclear farníly.

The social network of the alcohol abuser seeking treat-

ment has not to date, iÈ appears, been studied at all.

only a few authors5'I9'2oaffirr
able in the literature

the wealth of information avail-

relating to systems theory and family therapy

techniques. These authors have noted the utility

)

\

of such approaches
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and endorse their use.

In summary, then, a number of issues and questions are raised
when one considers the current state of affaÍrs

in the field of research

and treatment in this area.

A number of the authors cited ín this chapter urge that a chief

goal for the future must be the adoption of a frame of reference thaL
takes into accounË a number of potentially significant variables.
In the writerts view the concept of social network offers
viable framework for beginning such an undertaking.

a
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Chapter III
Methodol-ogy and Techniques

Ideally methodology describes the guidelines and directives used to
implement a particular rationale or theory of therapy.

social net¡¡ork therapy it is difficult

In the case of

to specify the exact nature

techniques of the intervention, for the approach is a relatively
The literature

and

new one.

that relates to social network practice suggests thaË

the techniques of intervention vary.
concept according to his

or¿n

Each'author seens to define the

needs and the specific intervent.ion strategies

then follow from the definition,
In the practicum described here the writer uses the concept of
social network basically as a frame of reference and conceptual analysis.
The approach documented here reflects an attempt to define a method for

social intervention using the framer¿ork of social network.
The foeus of this approach is noË on the indivídual and his partieular

behavioural

sympÈom,

but rather on the social. context in whích ít occurs.

This conceptual framework allows for the incorporation of different
theories of intervention, and the use of techniques compatible v¡ith the
r¡riterts personal style of pracrice.
The two major bodies of theory which are emplcyed within the network

perspective are those of crisis intervention and family therapy.

The

general approach is one that adopts a systems'point of view rather than
an índividuali-stic focus
The techniques of family therapy have been amply documented by

a

1i
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number of authors.

tr,6,9r10;14119r.19

A complete review of this literature

is beyond the scope of this written report, so instead a brief synopsis
of some of the literature

which represents the writer's

therapy i.s presented here.
Haley (1977) lOd.""tibes

approach to

an approach that he calls problem solving

therapy. He contends that one of the critical

factors in enabling

a

client to solve a problem lies in a careful assessment and definition
of the problem. He comments (p.9) that:
"If successful therapy is defined as solving the
problems of the client, the therapist must know how
to formulate a problem and how to solve it. And if
he or she is to solve a variety of problems, the
therapist must not take a rigid or stereotyped approach
to therapy. tl
This statement implies that an important part of the therapy proeess
ís the problem formulation, a problen must be defined íf a solution is
to be attempted.
' In the case of persons who have dífficulties

related to Èhe use

of alcohol, the 'problem' is usually pre-defined by others in their
social environment in relation to their drinking behaviour. This
problem definition

may or may not be completely accurate.

Problems

exist that are not at all related to the use of alcohol, but for

may

many

reasons become associated ¡^rith and defined in Lerlns of alcohol abuse.
The drinking behaviour may indeed be dysfunctional, however Ít is

difficult

to say whether or not it is the tcause' of problems. Problems

may antedate
f

rorq it.

the dysfunctional drinking; or, on the other hand, stem

3

According to Haley the act of Ëherapy begins with the way the
problem ís examined, and the act of intervening brings out problems
and the relationship patterns thaÈ are to be changed. One must examine

the problem in the social situation that maintains it.

If one vievls

problems in this context Haley contends that the past dichotomy between

'individualt

and tfamilyt therapy becomes irrelevanÈ.11

Haley goes on to discuss some of the difficulties

in rdiagnosisr

or problem formulation and notes that part,of this difficulty

may stem

from the confusion that results between diagnosis for institutional

or statistical

purposes and diagnosis for therapy purposes. He comments

that it is now known that "the best rdiagnosisr for therapy is one that
allows the social group to respond to attempts to bring about change".
(p. i2)

It is best then to begin therapy with everyone involved because

that change will eventually involve everyone. However, it ís not always
possible to begin with everyone present, and there are times when iÈ is
neeessary to eonduct the inítial

session on a one-to-one basis or with

a small segment of the network.
In hís book Problem Solving Therapy, Haley devotes an entire chapter
to rconducting the first interviewt and outlines four stages in the process:
1) The social stage, a stage in whích the clienÈ or client
group ís greeted and made comfortable.

2) The problem stage in r,¡hich the inquiry is about rhe
presenting problem.
3) An interactlon stage, where in the case of a family,

3¡
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mêmbers

are asked to talk r¿ith each other.

4) A goal-setting stage r¡here the clíenÈ is asked to specify
jusË what changes they seek.

It may be necessary to have more than one session to collecL the
information necessary to forrnulate a definition of the problem(s)
a plan for intervention.

and.

These stages do provide a useful format for

the engagement and data collection phase of therapy, and were used by
the writer during the course of the practicum. The case examples presented
in subsequent chapters will illustrate

the use of this format.

Berenson (Ig77)3discusses alcohol and the family system and cautions

that therapists must avoid the trap of falling

into cause and effect

thinking when dealing with problems that involve alcohol.

He acknowledges

Lhe psychological and biological aspects of the problem of alcoholism

but warns that; "As soon as the therapist falls inËo believing any cause
and effect explanation for alcoholism, he ís incapable of effectively

treating alcohol problems. At the same time he must be willing to allow
clients to accept cause.and effect thinking, such as the disease model
of alcoholism, if that will assist them i-n helping to resolve their
drinkíng problem. "
The therapist then must remain objective, and acË as thcugh he/she

has a thecry of alcoholism but in essence not be connnitted to any one

causative notj-on. In general, clients should be allowed to formulate

their ovm explanations for the bebaviour with the practitioner being
prepared to guide them in the resolution of problems. Presentation of

4
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lnformation about the different theories of alcoholisn is helpful
during this process, therefore some familiarity

vrith different perspec-

tives is essential.
As is noted previously in this report, there is ample literature

available which describes different perspectives and approaches to the
problem of substancy abuse. In the writerts

opinion, an important step

in preparation for working with problem drinkers and their familíes is
gaining familiarity

wlth the different theoretical perspectives

and

treatment philosophies. For example, Alcoholics Anonlrmous has a definite
philosophy and approach to the problem; familiarity

with this program

and

íts tr¿elve steps is very .he1pful .5
The therapeutic process may involve a redefinition

problem. Clj-ents hor¿ever may have their own definition

of the presenting
of the problem

and its causes based on knowledge obtained from sources such as the media

or A.A. and Al-Anon groups. To chalJ-enge this ís unhelpful, and it ís
useful to be able to communicate v,/ith the clienÈ in terms Ëhat he can
understand. Problems can be redefined in terms other than the disease
model at later stages in therapy.

Indivl-duals and families who seek help from agencies for alcohol
related problems usually do so afËer all other sources of perceived help
T2
are exhausted.-The problems related to alcohol abuse may be placing

a great deal of stress on the fanily by this point in time, and the
therapist must be prepared to deal with the upset and crisis that fo1lows.

5
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Alcoholism as a Faurily Crisis
Joan Jack"oo1l defines alcoholism as a crisis for the family.
She contends that the way family members become a\,¡are of and handle

this crisis to some extent determines its outcome not only for

Êhe

drinker, but for the way in r¡hich role expectations in the family are
established in the future.

Early and effective intervention in the

early stages of the development of the problem is imporÈant and

cân

prevent serious farnily breakdor^m, as well as providing individual
family members with additional eoping resources.
Jackson íntroduces the notion of

I

subsidiary crises I which include

minor incidents related to the family's adjustment to the major crisis
posed by alcoholism.

In an earlier chapter the notion of stages ín the development of
this famíly crisis was introduced, as t¡as the notion of family homeostasis,
These stages were first

defined by Jacksorrll

"rrd

will be reíterated here

for Ëhe readerts convenience:
1) Attempts by the family to deny ttre problen.
2) Attempts to eliminate the problem.
3) Disorganization and help-seekíng.
4) Attempts to reorganíze in spite of the problem.
5) Efforts to escape rhe problem; may Ínclude separarion
or divorce.
6) Reorganization of the r¡ho1e or partial farnily.
In effecÈ, these adjustments may represent the efforts of the

3

family to maintain a state of balance or equilibrium at various stages
of the developmenÈ of the problem.
During the initial

stages the farnily may reorganize to close ranks

around the drinking member and in this way take over that personrs role

or function in the family.

Intervention at this stage must be directed

toward the reintegraÈion of the drinking member, and usually requires that

that person make some aËtempt to quit drinking.

A farnily bargaining

sequence may occur - for example, a husband may agree to cut down on his

drinking or join A.A. if the wÌfe agrees to quit nagging and rputting him
dor^m'ín front of the children.

(During the therapy process it is probably

best to let clients try to work out their orrn bargains, but to make sure
that the terms of the agreements are specifically

defined and clearly

understood. )
These farnilíes may only need help aÈ speeifie points or stages in

the rcrisisr.

Brief therapy at specific poínts in the process may enable

them to cope wiÈh the major crisis

in a productive way. Jacksonrs ideas

may take us one step further in hypothesizing reasons why such families

are often defined as rcrisis pronet and not motivated to continue long
term therapy. Each rsubsidíary crisisr that occurs is usually tirne
limited; and given that a number of alcoholics continue to drink for
lengthy periods of Ëime after the orÍginal problem is defined, it may

be

neeessary to provide short term crisis service to members of the fanily
when the need arises.

One

of the basic tenets of crisis theory is that

intervention at one point may lead to better coping skills the next time

7
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a símilar problem is encountered. If this is indeed the case then crÍsis
intervention and brief therapy techniques could be the modality of choice
for such families
Intervention could be directed tor¿ard enabling individuals and farnílies
to develop the problem solving skills necessary to cope wíth the problems
associated ¡¡ith the crisis posed by alcoholism.
The network techniques described by Garrison (1974)7r¡hich are out-

lined in Chapter I have been noted as effective for dealing with persons
in a wide variety of crisis situations.

One

of the assumptions that

underlies the use of this technique is that the behaviour of an individualts
social network is presumed to be a rnajor factor in determining the quality
of the outcome following crisis (intervention).

The technique described

by Garrison is called the "screening-linking-planning" method and it
encourages the network of the person in crisís to make positive expec-

tat.ions and Ëo provide constant feedback for fÍdentity repaírr purposes.
The network can also funetion as a storehouse of resources that can serve

an extremely useful function during a perÍod of crisis.
netr,¡ork during the critical

Convening the

time allows the clíent and therapist ready

access to such resources.

This approach involves convening the significant persons in
individualrs life

situation during a ti-me of crisis.

an

Garrison indicates

that many of the usual crisis eounsellíng techniques are used within
the context of Ëhis network-based approach. He lists the sequence of
elements that would typically eomprise a "screening-linking-planning,l

conference; (p. 339-3al)

B
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1) Care-giver identified and comes into contact with

a

person in crisis.

2> Care-giver contacts and convenes the person in crisis
with relevant members of his network (if this is agreed
upon)

. This may include family members, friends, or other

care-giver.
3) At Ëhe time of convening this partial network, the caregiver determines if any instrumental

member

of the net\.rork

ís noÈ present and decides whether or noÈ to proceed
without him/her.
4) The care-giver e1ict6 a 'problem list'

from the network

members. If Èhe person in crÍsís has been behaving in

bízarre or perhaps violent manner, other network
may need

a

members

the opportunity to express fears or feelings about

the situation in a non-threatening atmosphere.
5) These problems are narrowed dor^m to specifics and are then
reversed from negative sËatements to positive expectafions.

(ie: young person stays out all night without letting parents
know, (negative stateaent) reframed to, in the future young
person r¿i1l at least call to inform parents as to whereabouts,

(positíve expectatíon).

This process often involves negot-

iation and the convenor must be prepared to act as arbitrator
or mediator.
6) Any necessary línking to other agencÍes or resources not
provided by the network is arranged. (íe: to financial

9
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help, emplo¡rment agency, or temporary living situation).
7) The conference ends with the specification of responses
and alternatives to be tried (r¿ith clear designation of
who does what).

A definite time is set for the next

meeting of the v¡hole or parfial network, and instructions

are given as to how to contact the care-giver in case of
an emergency.

This rnethod takes advantage of certain characteristics of persons
in cri.sis that

make them

particularly

amenable to change and capitalizes

on the behaviour of the social net¡''rork to promote that change.
network may be

composed

friends and care-givers

The

of family and kin, or it may be composed of
Whatever the source of support, it is capitalized

upon.

The approach encourages the network of the person in crisis

to

make

positive expectatíons, and also to provide the support so necessary during
the crisis period.

The emphasis here is toward maintaining the person in

his/her normal social surroundings and to encouraging the network Ëo
provide whatever resources ít may have to offer.

These resources

may

be emotional or material, and may range from providing the person in

crisis with a place to stay for the night, or providing that person with
long term financial support if that is necessary.
The focus is then rnaÍntaining the person in the connnunity, rather

than separatÍ-ng him from the support systems that ir may have to offer
during such a crltical

time.

t0
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It is hoped that by using the above technigue, individuals

and

their networks can be guided through crises in such a \¡ray as to increase
their coping abilities
crisis situations.

and capacity to deal with future problems or

Therapy in this sense Ls usually time limited and

problem focused. The therapistrs role is that of arbitrator

clarifier;

and

he/she plays an active role buË allows the network to provide

soluËions to the problems defined. The therapist can also act as a con-

sultant to aid the network in identifying the resources that iÈ possesses
and in obtaining those it does not..
The techniques of network intervention can be combined with the
more traditional

family therapy approach to intervention,

The writer

has attempted to use this approach as a model for intervention with

)

nuclear families who seek treatment because of one or more memberst
alcoholic problem.
Short Term Family Therapy

This is a description for a brief therapy format to aid families
in dealing with problems defined in relation to alcohol abuse.
The conceptual frame¡¡ork is based upon a number of premises:

1) That Problem drinking may be perpetuated by a dysfunctional
family system.
2) That people change by acting differently,

and in response

to others.
3) That change can occur as an irmnediate response, and thaÈ
a change in one part of the system necessitates change

l
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in others.
4) That the problem involves the whole family, and nay involve
others in the j¡nmediate social environment of the family.
It has been noted that brief therapy, by íts very nature must be
highly structured, focused and directi.r"l5 The format in and of itself
becomes

a vital element in influencing the nature of the therapeutic

process. Therapist expectations and beliefs can effect the outcome of
therapy, and the rate of change. The therapisÈrs sÈyle and approach to
therapy are important here; he/she must use him/herself effect ively.
The initial

stage of therapy is conducted according to the four

stage format identified earlier in this chapter. This format assisted
the writer/therapist

in obtaining information about the social network

of the client or clientsr group, and in the process of problem definition
and formulatíng goals. This stage can 1asË from one to four sessions
and may include members from the clientrs network.
The ultimate goal of therapy is to help farnilies communicate openly

about areas of conflict,

and to aid them in the mobilization of resources

in order to solve the identified problems.
Specific guidelines for the therapy process are derived from the
work of J. Haley, N. Ackerman, M. Bowen, and S. Minuchirr?'18jrltåaååi"g
on such issues as conmunication, farnily interaction structure, and equil-

ibriurn it is hoped that family

members

will discover alternative

ways

to handle problerns in their daily 1ífe outside therapy. The approach
is problem focused and goal directed; tasks are an integral part of the
process. The initíal

task for both the fanily and the therapist involves

T2
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I
a redefinition

of the presenting problems into terms that relate to the
fanily and its functíoning, rather than to the tídentified clientrsl

drinking problem. Thís is a difficulÈ

task, for often it is the familyrs

expectation that if the drinking stopped, the other problems would
disappear. Generally, this is not Èhe case, for problems and conflicts
may be unmasked once

the drinking stops. The marriage relationship

in particular may become the target for therapy. While the spouse

was

drinking, conflicts \,rere centered around that; however, once the drinking
stops other issues must be addressed. For example, family roles and
communication paËterns üust be reshuffled to accomodate the tner^rt non-

drinking member. This is often foreign to the farnily, and causes
disruption in the balance of power or division of labour.
learn

ne\¡r hTays

of coping r¿ith a

ne\¡r

a

The family must

set of behaviours. rn effect,, it

must open its ranks to a new member, especially if the drinker has been

drinking for a long period of time.
In therapy it seems t.hat the therapist must begin with ¡¿hat the
client Presents. In the case of problem drínking it is usually necessary
to begin by talking about the drinking, but in terms that relate to the
effect that it has (had) on the entire family.

Then to move to the

setting of goals, or what the farníly as a whole would like to see
l-n their situation.

ehanged

This wj-l1 usually lead to a discussion of changes

in structure or co 'nunication patterns, as well as a requesË that the
drinker stop drinking.
Tasks are set in relation to the changes that the family as a whole

r
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D
define as desirable.

These tasks may range from somethíng as simple

as having the family sit

dor^rn

togeÈher for a meal , or as complex as

having the entire farnily attend an A.A. function and document their

feelings so they can be shared during a subsequent session.
This tprocess'phase of therapy combines notions from some of the
major schools of thought in farnily therapy. The approach is eclectic

in nature, and may involve the use of techníques such as family sculpting,
role reversal, or specific communication improvement techniques. This
phase of therapy ulay encompass three to five sessions dependent upon the
needs of the farnily or couple.
The Therapy Approach
D

In most cases where family therapy is chosen as an intervention
technique, members outside the nuclear family are included in the therapy

proeess. These members often include A.A. sponsors, extended family,
or close friends of the farnily.

These individuals are included in

sessíons only when their presence ís noted as being helpful to the farnily

or individual ín solving the problern(s) at hand.
It is difficult

to describe the therapy approach in any general

way for each case presents dÍfferent problems and systems to deal with.

Interpretation of events in the family or net\^rork focuses on their
definition of t.he problem and is directed toward the solution of the
problem within the bounds of the netlsork if possible.

If this is not

i¡nmediately possible then netlrork mernbers are to try to look elsewhere

to find soluËions to the problem posed.

I4
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Opening channels of communicatÍon between different

family or

network members r¡/as a task that often faced the r¡riter.

In very general terms, the therapy approach used by the wríter
can be sumrnarized by the following model:
The Model

In order to provide the reader ¡¡ith an understanding of the
writerts approach to Èherapy an outline of the format used is included
here:

1) The Beginning Phase:
(i)

Involves a social stage where the therapist gets
to know the family* members and attempts to

make

them feel comfortable.

(ii)

Information regarding the nature of problems is
obtained and the therapist clarifies

the purpose

of therapy and the reason why everyone was asked
to attend.
(

iii)

Have family members discuss the problern(s) with

each other.

(iv)

Have the family ídentify their goals, ie: what
changes would they like to see in the family as

a whole.
(v)

Set a simple task for the whole farnily that relates

to the (or one of the) goals identifíed.
*The terrn fanily as it is used here does not. necessarily
mean

the nuclear family, for it often includes

from other segments of the fanilyrs network.

members

l5
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This particular phase may encompass more than one session for
farnilies may contact the agency duríng a period of crisis,
cases the entire farnily ma¡not be present.

not present during the first

and in

some

If the drinking member is

session the therapist must be insistent that

the farnily encourage hirn to attend.

This can be facilitaÈed by having

the family role-play a scenario úrhere they express concern and ask hin/her
to âttend the next session. Care must be taken during the next session
if the drinking member attends to make hirn/her feel welcome and to focus
on the drinking in ffamily' tertûs to avoid tscapegoatingr.
2) The Process Phase:
(i)

Involves a clarification

of goals and a clear

statement. of how these should be achieved.

(ii)

Careful atÈention should be paíd to the requilibriumr
of the family, especially íf the drinking

member has

achieved even a brief period of sobriety.

(iii)

Exploration of the changes in fanily functioning
that have taken place

"" "

t.",rlt

of the cessation

of drinking, try to emphasize the positives

and

build on those where possible.
(iv)

This phase mây involve a reåefínition of problems
by the famlly, as conflicts related to íssues other
than the drinking begin Êo surface.

(v)

Tasks uust be set in accordance with the problems

defined, and in subsequent sessions these should.
reviewed in order that both the family and the

be

16
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therapist can assess capacities and problem solving
ski11s.

(vi)

If a rrelapser of the drinking occurs try to aid
the entire family in expression of the feelings

and

fears that this aroused, find ouÈ hor¡ they dealt
with it,

and v¡hat v¡as learned.

3) The Termination Phase:
(i)

Try to prepare the family for termination during
the inítial

phases by contracting for a specifíc

number of sessions, however, the therapist must be

flexible in renegotíating the contract if necessary.
(ii)

This phase usually involves a 'recessr peri.od where
families are asked to take a few v¡eeks off and try
out

ner¡r

skills,

then recontact therapist (or vice

versa) to revier,¡ progress and changes.
This model offers the flexibility

to incorporate members of the

network at whatever stage of the process they would be most helpful.
Some

sessions may include only the nuclear family, or only the identified

client and spouse, for problems may centre in this realm.
In other sessions, it may be advantageous to incorporate
from the wider netr¿ork as they become knor,¡n to the therapist.
members may

members

These

incrude extended or alienated family, close friends, or

helpers such as an A.A. sponsor
The choice of v¡hom to incorporate lies with the client(s)

!-

and

r
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the therapist and should be discussed before a net\,¡ork session is
convened.

Overall, the model provides only a general framework for the
incorporation of net\rork techniques in practice.

One must

view the

client problem from the perspective of network in order to assess the
feasibility

of bringing additional members into the problem solving

process.

Traditional methods of conjoint famíly,therapy are used in conjunction with net¡¿ork techniques and form the base of the treatment
techniques utilized.
The deviation from this more traditional

methodology arises when

resources from the wider social network are incorporated into sessions.
A word of caution, not all networks have a therapeutic effect on

their members; therefore the therapisË choosing network techniques must
exercise discretion

v¡hen rnaking

the decision to convene a net'nrork session.

The effects of some netv¡orks may be less than positive.

For example,

a problem drinker may be sincerely motivated to quit drinking and to
change his relationships and behaviour; buË at the same tíme also be
enmeshed

in a network where drinking behaviour and its consequences are

reinforced.

In ot.her words, the network or segments of it may be func-

tioning to his disadvantage. The task facing the therapist here is to
aid the client in reforming relationships and rebuilding his network
to form a more positive milieu.

¡-

1B
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This task can be facilitated

by having the clienÈ complete

a

copy of t.he'rNetwork Map'r (see Appendix p.r ); and to have them identify

people ín that network that they may have lost touch with, or alienated
themselves from as a consequence of drinking.

ibility

Then explore the poss-

of re-connecting the client with these persons. If the clíent

feels that he would like to revitalize

these relatíonships then the

role of the therapist could be to aid in the planning of and execution
of ways to accomplish this
In this way the client is gíven some responsíbility for re-establíshing
his network, and if his re-connections are successful he will be reínforced
for taking these positive steps.
The map can also serve as a useful piece of information for the

therapíst.

Information about the relationships that an individual

his family have, and how these relationships are pictured on the
provides useful diagnostic data. The pictorial

and

uraps

representations can provide

us with an idea of the individuals total mil-ieu, and can allow for a more

in depth examination of some of the relationships in that milieu.

For

example, lte may not. thínk to explore a number of relatíonships with

clienÈ, for

r¡re may

noË think Èhey are sígnificant,

represented in a diagram they are difficult

a

but if they are

to overlook.

Again, a plcture of the elientrs total milieu allor¿s the opportunÍty
to capitalize on a number of natural resources that may otherwise be
fgnored
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Chapter IV
The Practicum

This chapter provides a description of my practicum. Selected case
examPles ¡¡ith discussion are included as a üeans of illustrating

the

nature of the r¿ork undertaken.
This practicum \¡/as pursued at several levels commencing August I977
and ending June 1978. During the course of.the practicum, Lhe r¡riter
engaged in two iuterrelated sets of activities:

1) General clinical

skill

building practice conducted under the

auspices of the Psychological Services Centre. Five cases \^rere selected
from the general intake of the centre.
D

individuals, two couples and one farnily.

These cases \,¡ere comprised of two
The wrÍter worked with

a

co-therapist in two of these cases.
In most cases weekly ther.apy sessions r¿ere held with clients on a contractual
basis beginning in rníd-september, ¡¿ith some clients terminat.ing in
December and

others terminating in April.

sessions \dere video

and

audío taped when possible and were reviewed r^rith Dr. G,D. Eríckson during
weekly supervision sessions.

This particular facet of the pract.icum was undertaken as a means
of preparation for the major project, and with a view to enhance
develop elinical

and

skills.

2) The major portioo of tfris pracÈicum involves a project conducted
under the ausplces of the Alcoholism Foundation of Manitoba. The conceptual
D

I
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framework for this project is described in Chapters I through III

this report.

of

This frainework was developed duríng the months of August,

Spetember and October of 1977 and rvork related to the pro_iect $ras con-

ducted from November 1977 to June 1978.
The Setting:
The setting chosen for this project was Outpatient Farnily Services

- Christie Centre. Thís eentre houses one of the progranns operative
under the auspices of the Alcoholism Foundation of }fanitoba. The program

is designed with a view to assist individuals and families to deal with
the problems associated with alcohol abuse.
Offices are located at 586 River Avenue, Winnipeg, Ilanitoba
are situated in an older
D

home whÍch has been remodelled and

and

converted to

office space.
The major components of the centre's prograrn include counselling,

crisís management, and information and referral services. A 24-hour
telephone crisis line is operated out of this centre.

This telephone

answerÍng service is staffed by counsellors of the centre.
The major focus of the agency involves indivídual counselling sessions

wíth the ridentified

client'and

in some cases íncludes joint sessions

with that Person's spouse or family.
and para-professional counsellors as

The agency employs both professional
r^re11

as a cliníca1 psychologist

nurse.
The centrers hours of operation are fron 8:30 A.M. to 10:00 P,l'1.
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursdayi and from 8:30 A.M. xo 4:30 P.l.{. on

and

I
t
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I{ednesday and Friday.

counsellors from the centre provide 24-hour

telephone crisis service on a rotating basis during evening and weekend
hours.
One

of the aims of this program is to develop measures that allow

for early íntervention ín cases rvhere alcohol abuse is a problem,

and

in this sense it is preventative in its orientation.
Famílies or indivíduals in the early stages of the development
of alcohol related problems are the primary target group of the
service.

The ageney does however provide service to individuals

r¿ho

have chronic or longstanding problems r¿ith substance abuse.

All counselling servíces of this program are offerred on an outpatient
D

bas

j.s.

Student I s Role in this Sett l-ng:
My placement ín this agency began in November of 1977 anð, terminated

in May of 1978. Two and one-half days per week \¡rere spent at the centre.
During the course of the project, the writer operated as a counsellor
in the setting.

Most of the work involved evening shifts

(to

accommodaÈe

clíent needs and the v¡ríterrs schedule).
In additíon to functioning as a counsellor, a number of activities
related to skill

acquisition Lrere carried out.

These are briefly

noted here:

1) telephone íntake duties
2) weekend crísís call (telephone answering service)

4
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in weekly in-service session wíth agency

3) participation
staff

4) presentation of my practicr¡m theory and a case example
during one of the in-service sessíons
Participation in this range of activities

allowe{_for a

somewhat

broader base of experience and learning for me than would have been

possible if my role were defined specifically

in relation to the cases

selected for the project
General Description of Cases and Discussíon of Specific Examples:

Selectíon of potentlal cases was based on the following criteria
with noted exceptions:
D

1) Selection was limited to those persons who had not
previously received inpatient treatment for alcoholism.
The emphasis of the approach was based upon prevention

through early intervention v¡ith the family and significant

others in the client's
2) It

r"¡as

life situation.

required that the client \¡/as amenable to a family

oríented approach to counselling as determined by either
a telephone conversation or pre-selection interview.
3) A further criteríon for selection involved the clientrs
willingness to consent to convening significant persons in
his/her life
made

u

situation.

in cases

r^rhere

Exceptions to thís criterion

were

the writer !7as involved as a co-therapist

(three out of ten cases).

4
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For an initial

period of time, the ¡¿ríter functioned ad an intake

worker in order to gain access to clients willing
such a project..

to become involved in

Of the ten cases selected, t\ro rntere referred by the

agencyrs treatment supervisor, five were engaged via telephone intake

procedures, and the remaining three involved co-therapy with cases
assigned to other counsellors.
The cases presented in this chapter are intended to be representative

of the casês overall and do not include any of the cases where the writer
operated as co-therapist.

rr should be noted that all identifyíng ínformation regarding
cases has been modified in order to protect the confidentiality

these

of the

persons involved.
iD

Case dynamics, process, and interventions will

be reported in

a

facrual manner. Discussion and analysis of the therapy sessions will

be

interspursed with references to the methodology and the theory base
outlined in the first

three chapters of this report.

The cases reported here are intended to illustrate

the methodology

and techniques used by the writer duríng the course of this pracËicum.
Both cases represent network based intervention and diagrams of these
networks are lncluded. (See Appendix p. xii and xiii)
The first

case reports netv,Tork based practice with an individual

who is involved with a number of service agencies; while the second

describes intervention v¡ith a faníly and its extended network.

Ð
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Case /11

-

Karen B.

The identified

client in this case is a 16 year old nativs Indian girl

\¡ho was referred to christie

centre by her famiry physician.

she was

referred for these reasons:
1) she had expressed concern regarding her drinking habits
to her farnily physician
2) she had attempted suicide while intoxicated on one
previous occasion.
The v¡riter rùas operating as an intake worker aË the tirne of this

telephone referral and sínce the physician noted that the girl

to be in rcrisisr,

seemed

an apþointment \ras.arranged for that evening.

Prior to the ínitial

session ¡¿ith Karen the following information

was obtained:

Karen had recently moved into l¡Iinnipeg from a northern reserve
community to attend high schoor. she is the third youngest in a family

of fourteen children, four of

whom

have also relocaEed to the city.

Her

parents and remaining brothers and sisters reside on the reserve.

At the time of the initial

interview it r¡as learned that Karen

was

involved with a number of social service organízations, as well as with
two general practitloners r¡ho had been prescribing tranquilizers for her.
Since her move to the city (three months prior Èo contact wíth the

agency), Karen had been resíding r¡ith Mr. and Mrs. v., and her room
board r"¡as f ínanced by the Federal Department of Indian Af fairs.

and

Karen

indicated that she was requlred to maintain regular contact with her

I
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counsellor from the Department of Indian Affairs '
Additional information regarding Karents net'usork relationships
diagram of
rvas obtained during subsequent sessions and interviews. A
this network is included (see Apper-rdix - page xii) and r¡í11 be utílized
*
as a frame of reference for discussion and analysis of this case'
Karen made her initial contact rvitlr, the therapist (writer) during

a period of crisis;

she had been drinking heavily and taking tranquiLizers

for several days, and was considering suicide for several reasons:
(1) a fight ¡¿irh her boyfriend, (2) she felt she had let her family

down

because she r+as doing poorly aË school, and (3) she had been having

frightening nightmares. she had not attended scl-rool for several days,
whereand had not informed I'fr. and llrs. \¡. (foster care sPonscrs) of her

P

abouts for Èhat same Period.
The initial

therapy session involved convening some of the sLgnificant

persons in Karen's life.

These included her brother and an A'A' sponsor

r¡ho is a friend of the family, as well as her counsellor from the Ïriendship

Centre. Her foster care sPonsor \^tas contacted by telephone and informed
of her whereabouts, and arrangernents were made for Karen to Stay overnight v¡ith her brother.

It

\¡¡aS

agreed that Karen would Ieturn to school

the next day, and an appointment was alranged in two days time' Karen
was given a number where she could contact the therapist during an

D

t

emergency. (This particular format for intervention ís consistent wiÈh
*only those relationships which became significant during
the course of intervention are included since a complete
rePresentationofallrelationshipswouldrendêrthe
to interPret'
díagram difficult

7
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that used by Garrison, outlined in Chapter III.

A nu:nber of the key

people in the net\,rork were not in attendance, however those thaË were
provided support for the ridentified

crisis,

)

The

Karent s

clíentr during the period of acute

next afternoon the therapist received a telephone call from
counsellor at school, He reported that she had taken an overdose

of Líbrium during school hours and was being taken to the hospital
emergency centre.

She had

given hin the therapistrs number and was

requesting to be contacted.
During an intervier^¡ ¡¡ith Karen it was learned that she had taken

the overdose in response to a dísagreemcnt she had had with her Indian

0

Affairs counsellor over her relationship with a man who r¡as married.
According to Karen, her counsellor had informed her that she would have

to return to the reserve if her school attendance and behaviour did not
change. In response to this, she threatened suícide, left the counsellorrs
office and took an overdose of pills when she reached school. This

was

only one of the number of crises that occurred during the course of
treatment, and is illustrative

of the nature of the situation of this

young woman.

DurÍ-ng the eourse of the next week the wríter held several sessions

wíth various segnents of the network, (ie:

her mother, and the
-Karen,
Indian Affairs Counsellor; Karen, her school counsellor, and a native

teacherrs aide; Karen, her brother (J)rand an Alcoholic's

Anon¡rmous sponsor).

In addition, telephone contact from oËher network members was frequent,

I

r
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especíally during times of crisis (suicide threats).
rt rvas suggested to Karen that since so many people seemed to

be

involved in her situatíon that it might be a good idea to get everyone
together to try to work things out.
¡vho should

she agreed and a list

of persons

be invited to a meeting such as this was compiled. A tentative

date for such a session was set, and Karen rvas delegated the responsíbility
of inviting the people on the list.
Several appointments were arranged for the purpose of planning such

a session but these were not kept and attemprs to contact Karen yielded
no response. However, on the day that the therapy session had been

tentatívely scheduled, Karen telephoned the therapist and informed her
that she had invited a number of people to attend the session.
It was teaJned that a number of the key people in the network would
not be able to attend, however it was decided to hold the session

an)reray.

Several members of Karents family had travelted in from the reserve to
attend.
The session included both partÍcipants from the kinship and service

sectors of Karents netr¿ork, and the therapy team consisting of the wríter
and the writerts supervisor.
The meeting involved a social stage, a problem ídentificatíon

stage,

and a stage r¡here tentative solutions to ,these problems were explored.

rt was difficult

to finalize plans for, as is previously noted, a

number

of key people in the network r.¡ere absenÈ.
Careful pre-planning, which had noÈ been possible in thís case, rnight

)
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have changed the outcome of such a session in that influential
members (such

net¡¡ork

as Karenrs school counsellor) would have been in attendance.

These members inight have held resources that would have aided Karen in

attempting to resolve her problems.
In an individual session with Karen several days after this meeting
it

Hras

learned that Karen had decided to return to the reserve to live

with her farníly.

Her attendance at school had been such that she r"¡ould

have failed her year an)rway. Her plans at that point r^rere to get a job

on the reserve and to resume her education by correspondence courses.

In a subsequent fol1ow-up telephone conversatíon with Karenrs mother
(three rnonths after termination of treatment) it was learned that Karen
had obtained a job, and that her drinking and depression had improved
D

considerably; there had been no threats of suicide since her return to
the reserve.
Case

ll2 - The B. Family
This case represents the use of the brief family therapy format

outlined in Chapter III of thís report.

Thís case was referred to

the therapist by the treatment supervisor of the agency.
The identified

clienË in thís case ís Mr. 8., a man in hÍs late

50's r'¡ho had apparently been drinking as much as 26 oz. of rye per day
for the past six months. Hís ¡¿ife had contacted the agency via the
24-hour answering service requesting help because she feared her
husband rnight become violent.

Ð

At the tlme of the inÈake call it

was

noted that there lrere a number of fanily problems and the intake v¡orker

10
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had suggested that the entire family might be involved in treatment.

Mrs. B. agreed to this.
A telephone call to the B. farnily's home the next morning revealed
that Mr. B.

r+as

unwilling to be involved in therapy and had been drinking

heavily for several weeks. Since there ü¡ere a number of older children
involved the therapíst suggested that the farnily try to sit down r¿ith
Mr. B. to discuss the probleu (when he was sober) and to ínvite him to
attend one meeting to discuss the family situatíon further.

The results

of such a discussion were to be reported to the therapist.
A telephone calr rvas received from Mrs. B. in several days time.
she reported that her husband had consented to attend one meeting.
The therapist informed her that it would be useful if all members of

the fau¡i-ly could attend sinee they had been involved in the process of
inviting father to come. An appointment r¡/as arranged, and the following
information was obtained:
The B- family consísted of Mr. and Mrs. B, a couple in their

late 50's who have been married for 35 years, and seven children ranging
in age from 17 to 33. Five of these children

\47ere

married and lived

away from the parental home, while two daughters, carol aged 19, and

Cindy age 17, resided aË home ¡¡ith Mr. and Mrs.

Mr. B.

r¿as eruployed

B.

as a plumberls helper at the Èime, but had

held a number of differenÈ jobs in the past. Mrs. B. was employed

as

a full time sales clerk at one of the large deparÈment store chains.
All of thelr married sons and daughters resided near the parents

4-r
J
home and

paid frequent visLts to the home. Of.Èhe two daughÈers

Iived at

home, Carol was employed as

who

a clerk typÍst, whit-e Cindy attended

the local hígh school.
A descrípÈion and analysis of the eight fanily sessions that were
hel-d follows.

fanily session involved lfr. and Mrs. 8., Carol and Cindy,
as ¡¡ell- as the B. rs oldest daughter Anne, her husband John, married daughter
The

initial

Barbara and her.husband, and the.B.ts onl-y son
daughters rùere unabl-e

to

Eric.

aÈtend thà session, and

T\¡o other married

Ericrs wife refuded to

attend.
Án

iniËial socLal gree'ting stage Ínvolved..offering the group coffee

and al-lowíng tiure

for everyone to find comfortable seating arraîgements,

then the therapist cl-arifíed Èhe purpose of the sessicn by stating that
everyone had been asked
,1.

:
I

I
It

*&

probLems

to attend

because she understood. there were

in the famfly ¡¡hich Ínvolved everyone. . Through op"o-.oa"a

questions as Èo the nature of the famfl-y problems, Mr. B. inltíated the
Process.

r
I?

She began by

got along

reporting thaÈ the fanily

was

usually a very close

one

but that during the past year lÍr. B.rs drinking had
reached such proportlon that he had ralienatedr himself from the famíly,

who

we1-1,

at whích point the youngest daughter Cindy interrupted and stated,
and r¡e

all

know why

-

because you

bitch at hÍm so mucht"

The chil-dren described a number

to involve

them

"Yeah,

of incídents where !Irs. B. had tried

ln dfsputes that she and her husband had. (1e: call-ing

4
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them at. all hours of the niþhÈ and reguesting that they come.cver
to

settle arguments, having the youngest daughters pour fatherfs ríquor
supply dov¡¡ the toÍlet, etc.) Fatherrs role in this whole proeess r¡ras
described as passive, responding only by continuing to drink even more,
to the point ¡¿here he would leave hís r¿ife for períods of tire to go and
live ¡¿ith his married son. This had apparently caused fricÈion between

the son and the son's wife, for Mr. B. often engaged in heavy bouts of
drinking r¿hile he stayed with then

,-.

The therapist tri-ed during the course of this negatíve inÈerchange

to define the problems in relatl-on to the r¿hole family and to use positive
reínterpretations and redefinitions r¿herever possibre.
I'rrhile Mrs- B. blamed the entire staÈe of affairs

on Mr. B.rs d.rinking,

the children tended to view the problem in terms of the parental situation.
It was emphasized that it seemed as though the r¿hoLe family had become
ínvolved 1n the process and the fact that they were al1 present to try Èo
solve ft r¡as positive. They a1-1 agreed that they were concerned and hoped
that things could change.
(Analysis:

The first

session indLcates the complex nature of the

problerns the B. famlly is experiencl-ng. They are a very
close knit fanily
and their Problpms affect the entire network. The episodes described

by the chil-dren as attempts to involve then in parental confl_ict, may in
fact be attenpts to regain homeostasis. Conflict was redefined in farníly
terms and fraued in a positive rray to provfde support for the couple).
The sesslon ended with an agreement that the fanil-y wour_d return

>
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for a meeting in two days time to explore

\,¡ays

that they iníghÈ solve

their problems. Mr. B. agreed to attend an A. A. meeting and farnily
members agreed

to try to supPort their parents in any attempt to solve

the problem. Missing family

members ¡vould be asked

to attend the next

meeting.
The next meeting included Mr. and Mrs. B. and a1l of theír children

except Eric.

It was learned that Mr. B. and Eric had had a quarrel after

the previous eveningrs session and that Ìfr. B.
house and not return.

had

asked him to leave the

The fight had been over some tools that Eric had

borrowed bìtt not returned.

The therapist asked whether the family thought

Eric should be contacted. They thought he should and er-rcouraged father to
telephone him. This r,¡as done and Eric arrived about a half hour later.

During the course of the session, Mr. B. revealed that he thought his
son r^¡as just using hirn and that the tools were only one lray that this was

shovm. He was reassured t.hat this was not the case and that in the future
he would try to be more responsible about such things.

During the course of the session it was decided by the family that

future sessions should include only the family unit of Mr. and Mrs.

B.

and the two daughters who lived at home, since most of the conflíct

centered in t.his domain. The entire family agreed to attend a fínal
session at the end of the therapistts project.

Mr. B. had attended one A.A. meeting and felt t,hat he would continue
to attend regularly.

The married children indicated that chey thought

their parents should try to work out their o\tn problems' and that although

T4
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they cared and rtere concerned, Èhey dfd not. rilant to be drar.¡n into quarrels
thaÈ invoLved rhe marital_ pair.

A contract for five further sessions ínvolvíng Mr. and Mrs. B. and
Carol- and Cindy was negotiated.
The fanil-y

identified the followlng problems during the initial

session:
f

) Father

\ras never involved

and Mr. and Mrs.

in any of the famil-y activities,

B. never did anything together.

2) Mrs. B. felt that

she

did not receive support fron Mr. B.

in matters involving dlscipline of the gírls.
3) M¡c. B. idenÈified that he thoughr Mrs. B. tried ro
4)

Èhe

chíldren to. side wiÈh her agalnst him.

The

family indicated that they could not sit

dor.m

geË

to discuss

an imporÈant famiLy matter wíÈhout a quarrel- oecurring,
which usualJ-y resulted in a drinklng bout..
The goals

l)

set during the process of the session included:

That Mr. and Mrs. B. shour-d Ëry to do more things as a

couple, and that once in a whil_e the family should

do

something as a whole.

2) That the two girls should try to be more responsibl-e at
home so

that, quarrers'over househord chores would

be

reduced.

3), That Mr.

and Mrs. B. would

try to settle

arguments by

discussing then and not by tryÍng to pull the chtldren in
as arbitrators.

r
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At the end of the session a task was set; Mr. and Mrs. B. r¡ere
to go out as a couple and do something that they both enjoyed.

They

agreed to go bowling.

(Analysis:

This phase invorved bringing the famiry rogerher to

ídentify problems and to discuss tentative solutions.

The extended farnily

indícated that they were no longer willing to be involved in the parentsr
quarrels, and were able to state this ín a non-threatening atmosphere
without being afraíd that this would be interpreted as rejection by either
one or the other of the parents. Family problems were defined in terms
that did not relate exclusively to fatherts drinking, although the drinkíng
was discussed during the context of therapy. Mr. B. had initíated a
rÐ

change in his network by attending A.A. This small change gave the faurily
hope that things could indeed change. Mrs. B. was tforced'to

recogníze

that she too played some role ln the conflict).
The next two sessions involved further discussion of the problems

in relation to the goals that were set.

This family was very motivated

to make things change, therefore tasks assigned

rÁ/ere

carried out,

The

major problem during the course of the sessions was the farnilyts adjustment to ltlr. B- rs sobríety. He v¡as of,ten irritable and rgrouchyr and
sometimes did not feel like involvÍ-ng hinself in family fun.

The therapist

attempted to support Mr. B. by statlng that this was quite rnormalt after
one had stopped drinking and that it nighr take some time before Mr. B.

lras'his
regard.
lÐ

old selfr again. He reported that A.A. was helping hin in this

4

The farnily spent a considerable amount of time discussing íssues

that relate to discipline,

and division of household chores. Apparently

Mrs. B. had been doíng all of the household chores by herself, and was
now demanding that the girls

help her.

They rebe11ed, srating that tþey

líked thÍngs as they were before (an attempt to regain equilibrium).
l"lr. B, nov¡ supported I'frs. B. in her requests of the girls,

although he

adnÍtted that this v/as a ne¡¡ role for him and that he somet.imes felt
uncomfort.able wíth it.

During the last of the five contracted sessions, the goals were
reviewed and a discussion of the extent to which they had been achieved
was he1d. The family felt

as though they had accomplished enough to try

things on their own. They were instructed to try things on their ov¡n
for a six week period, at whÍch time they should return r¡ith the entire
famfly to evaluate progress.
During the six week interval the therapist received a walk-Ín vísít
from Mr. 8., and he reported that he had rslippedt and that the family

very upset. The therapist eneouraged hirn to return to A.A. and t.ry
to work things out. He agreed to do so.

rdas

The results of the final follow-up session indicated that there
had been a number of changes both in the nuclear famiry system, and in

the extendei network. It was learned that Mr. B. had had several ,slipsr
in hÍs drinking during the course of the six week'hone¡rmoon' interval,
and that Mr- B- had attempted to draw the marrled children ínto the

quarrels that resulted, but that they refused to become ínvolved.

T7
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Mr. and Mrs. B. report Èhat although these episodes did cause
problems they were able to work them out, and that Mr. B.rs drinking

behaviour had almost ceased.
There \,\tere st.ill

problems rvÍth discipline,

they could manage on their

but the farnily felt that

or^rn.

The fanily network can be analyzed from the 'eco-structuralr

pers-

pective (Auerswald) and in terms of structural famiJ-y therapy. Intervention
r.¡as aimed

at restructuring the way the farnily operated, and attention

directed at the structural equilibríum of the nuclear faníly.
many minor

was

There were

disruptions in the farnily during the course of interventiori,

but with a change in the structure of the extended family, the nuclear
family, specifically

the marital pair were able to forn a new coalition

that was effective in changing family behaviour
.,1

Throughout the sessions there was littl-e

the development of rinsightr,

although some emphasis was directed toward

Ëhe explorat.ion of feelings (fear, guilt,

structurally

attention direcËed toward

lonliness, etc.).

oriented problem focused approach

r"¡as

A more

used as is described

in the previous chapter.

In general Èhese cases are fairly

representative of the situations

er¡countered durlng the course of thls practicum. They are presented as

case examples for they besË exernplify the use of the network approach

rn the case of Karen B. an attempt to hord a combined care-giver
and famÍly neÈwork session resulted tn the writerrs learning more about

--¿-

t8
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the p1-anning of such sessions.

One must pay

a great deal of attention

to organizational detail when planning such sessíons. Things such
pre-planning the time and exact location of such a meeting should

as

be

paíd careful attention, and all invited members of the network should
made aware

be

of the plans in advance if possible.

The session should definitely

provide for a brief social introduction

period so that care-givers and family members can get to

knor¿ one another

if they do not already do so. The convenor must be sensitive to the
needs of the assembled group and provide for the sharing of information

or cultural differences if these exist.

(They did in'this

case.

The

family was of Native fndian OrigÍn, while the care-givers ínvolved were
largely white.

)

Llhen problems

are identified by any member or segment of the network

they should be clearly spelted out so thaÈ the group as a whole, lncludÍng
the identifíed client, understands them. (e blackboard is helpful in
this respect. A problem list

ir.

can be put on the board so that all can see

)

Once these probl-ems have been identified

then the convenors role

is to aid the network in working out solutions to those problems that
Lhey feel they have the resources to solve, or to guide the network
\/

to the resources that they l-ack. fhis pro'c.çss may also ínvolvy'rrpoirfting
out to the net¡.¡ork that they possess resources \hat they did not

know

\rere present.
Since a netr^rork assembly session can last as long as three or four

4

o

hours the therapist (convenor) rnust be prepared to invest time and
emotional energy. It is suggested that at least two or more therapísts
be present during such an intervention.

In general, it takes careful pre-planníng and an investment on the
part of the therapist(s) invol-ved to convene such a session.
However, ít may be possible to accomplísh in one or t\,¡o such sessions

what may have taken months of individual therapy or counselling to achieve.
The case of the B. family more clearry exemplifies the use of

a

network and cornbined family therapy approach.
Sessions during the beginning crisis phase for this family included
members from

the extended farnily.

Once

the original problems with the

extended famíly had been resolved the focus changed to the problems thaÈ

existed for the nuclear famfly.

They seemed Ëo reidentify

as a structural unit, and ln general during the latter

themselves

stages of therapy

r¿ere able to achieve some of the goals that they had set.

Mr. B.'

drinking behavlour decreased and the family, íncluding the extended network,
were able to provide posítive and healthy support for him.
rn summary, the cases here only represenË the writerrs initial
attemPts to incorporate the ideas from social net¡.¡ork theory in practíce.
In general, the approach seemed to have benefits for both cases discussedr.
however, further research would be necessary to truly evaluate the
efficacy of such methods.
This research could take the forn of research using a control- group,
or longitudinal- research that ínvestigates changes ín network compositíon
and related varíables over time.

t
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Chapter

V

Discussion and Evaluation
The preceeding two chapters of this report describe the nature of

the intervention technique.s used by the writer duríng the course of this
practicum.

It should be noted that no one treatment technique or approach to
therapy was used in all cases, but that the choice of intervention strategies
was determined primaríly by the nature of the presenLing problem, and the

characteristics of the clientrs social network.
In general, the activitíes

of the writer involved the use of family

oriented treatnent methods. These methods often incorporated
from the clíent's

members

nuclear family, extended family, or his/her immediate

social environment (which may include fríends and members from resource
and service agencies).

In most cases the immediate therapeutic goal was the resolutíon of
the crisis Ëhat had precipitated the client I s ent.ry into the treatmenÈ
system. Therapy was directed toward enabling the clíenÈ to make effective
use of resources available in his/her imrnediate environment. These
resources were often accessible, but !üere overlooked, or pérceived by

clients as inaccessible.

Tasks for the therapist often included helpíng

clients to make appropriate connections with these resources.
Family therapy methods were used in combination with these other

interventions in ¡nost cases, and the evaluation of these methods forms
the base of this chapter.

I
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One cannot evaluate the process and outcome of the farnily therapy

of this practicum separately from the other network related

activitíes
activities:.

The outcome of íntervention,

Both are interrelated.

including farnily therapy,
if noÈ all,

\,ùas

affected by network activities

in roost,

cases.

Criteríon for Evaluation
A number of authors have commented on the diffículties

with the measurement of
methods

assocíated

outcome or success in family oriented treatment

.3'4 '5 '6 '7

I,trells eË al . (1972) th".r. published a paper thar attempts to critically

review the research thaÈ has been done j-n the field of family therapy
and address the question of the rnethodrs effectiveness as a therapeutic

tool.

These authors conclude by reporting that more truly evaluatÍve

studies conducted with proper scientific

rigor are necessary. Controlled

methodology and operationalization of outcome measures are key íssues

to be considered in this realm.
In attempting to gather data which reflects the outcome of therapy
one can employ two basic modes of operation:

i)

"We can watch people do and say

people about their

(Kerlinger,
ii)

o\^¡n

things and we can ask

actions and the behaviour of others."

1964, p.504)

? or,

a method which ínvolves the use of both therapíst
and client judgemenËs of the outcome of therapy. I
One can use

Ordinarilly

there ís no Ltay t.o tell how accurately subjective

2
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aPpraisals of change actuall-y reflect objective conditíons.

Therapísts

can however learn a great deal- by asking their clients to subjectÍveJ-y
assess what has been done.

Singer (1g77)Bhr"

"orrducted

a study which examines the relative

contribution of current functioning and change in functioning to subjective evaluation of that change.
Her study utilizes

longitudinal methodology, with clients inter-

viewed before or at. the beginning of treatment, and then again nÍne
months 1ater.

Singer concludes that current functioning is as powerful a predictor
of subjectively experienced change as actual change is.
stated, this means that people

r¿ho

Most simply

are doing rn¡ell tend to feel that

things have improved over tirne; and people

r¿ho

are doing badly Èend to

feel that things have gotten worse.
She also reports that Èhe ¡nore change has taken plaee, the more

likely it is to contrÍbute to the subjective experience of change.
These findíngs have a number of implications for the present

report.

One

of the prirnary evaluative tools used by the writer

\^ras

client assessment of therapy. An open-ended questionnaire format.
utílized

v.7as

(see Appendix - Questionnaire). Respondents r¿ere asked to

assess their orrrì progress in relation to three specífic areas:

l)

Goal attainment

2) Changes in fanity functioning
3) Increase or decrease of drinking behaviour on the
part of the 'identified

clientr,

5

Given the fact that time consEraints were operative at the time

that post-intervenÈion assessment \,¡as attempted, a number of respondenÈs
\.rere

not able to complete the questionnai.re. In some cases only one or

tr¿o family members returned the forms.

In general most farnilies did reconvene for a final follow-up session
at the termination of therapy. Members of the extended fanily and significant members in the network were inviÈed to attend this session to
provide feedback,

A number of exlended farnily members and A.A. sponsors

did return to the final sessions buÈ no members from other agencies
arrived, even though they were Ínvited.

Therefore no feedback from the

servíce sector of the network was obtained.

Although an attempt was made to contact all participants to schedule

a follow-up ínterview (six to eighÈ weeks after the terrnination of therapy)
not all were willing or able to reconvene for such
original ten cases, thro had moved from the city,

a

one

sessíon.

Of the

couple were con-

sidering separation, and rüere not willing to reconvene, and the remaining
two could not be contacted.
Results of Evaluation

Evaluation focused mainly on five cases. These participants were
interviewed by the writer either ín person or by telephone.

All participants indÍcated that they found therapy he1pful, although
not all goals r.¡ere achieved to client satisfaction.

For example,

one

marríed couple had expected to resolve their differences during fanily
sessíons (they had been encouraged to work things out on thelr own)

anC
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they felt that the therapist should provide additional sessions over

5

and

above the regularly scheduled family sessions. for this purpose.
Changes

in farnily functioning and the attainment of goals were

seen to be interrelated.

For example, families who stated that they

had achíeved what they had wanted to reported that they were

now

communicating better, and reporled more overall satisfaction ¡,¡ith therapy.
On the other hand, families who felt

they did not accomplish their goals

reported less satisfaction with therapy. rnterestingly,

the families

whose drinking member had stopped drinking (two) trere the ones who reported

less overall satisfaction with therapy. Reasons for thÍs
in any detail.
member sLopped

\,Jere

not explored

However, one can hypothesize that families whose drínking

drinking experienced an upset in the normal family equil-

ibrium.
Perhaps these famílies have additional adjustments and functional
changes to make ln order to a11ow for the tne\^rt non-drinking members reintegratjon

Family energy musÈ then be concentrated on making structural and functional
changes, and goals must be priorized in those terms.
On the ot.her hand, familles whose drinking member continued to drink
r^rould

not have to channel theÍr energies in the

same

direction,

and

therefore may be able to achieve their goals more forthrightly.
The stress would seen to be greater
make

for the families who had to

additional adjustments, and therefore o.ight account for their

lesser overall reported satisfaction with therapy.
Part of the focus of evaluation was on changes in drinking behaviour

5

as they related to changes in the clientrs netvork.
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Of the five cases

evaluated two had maintained sobríety since the early stages of therapy
(about six months), and t\ro reported that there had been a substantíal
decrease in drinking.

(From daily consumption of more than 12 ounces of

hard liquor to occasional over-drinking).

One

client reported no change,

and did not feel that a problem with alcohol ever existed.

Since this practicum does not have the advantage of a control group

for purposes of comparison it is not really possible to state conclusions
wÍth any degree of certainty.
Clínical experíence and client feedback does however provide a base
for discussion of the relatíve rneríts and shortcomings of the approach.
Strengths and Limitations of the Alproach
Although this project

\n7as

exploratory ín nature it was found thaÈ

víewing client problems from the perspective offered by a network frame of referenc
is useful for both clien-t and therapisÈ.
A wide array of variables can be considered. In cases where a number

of helpers are ínvolved the approach allows for their input, and for the
consideration that these individuals and agencies might have resources
that the therapist does not.

Some

of the onus for'curingr

a client is

shared, and the clients are given the opportuníty to solve their problems

in a more natural environment.
One

of the most positive aspects of a network based approach to

intervention is Ëhat it provides, in the writer's view, an excellent
\.7ay

to aid a clienr in crísis.

The approach allows for the clustering
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of significant persons in the clienËts life space at a particularly
crítical- tlme. Network members can be a source of support for one another;
taking some of the onus for rsolvingt the problems.of the client from the
therapist and the agency. This atlows for building more natural support
systens and problem solving abilities

into Ëhese relationships before

the client becomes too dependent on the therapisË or the agency.
Another ramificatíon is that the simple gathering of the network
around the 'problemf person allo¡¿s for the identificatíon

of not only

his needs and goals, but the needs and goals of the network members themselves. Very often, particularly when alcohol abuse exists in a situation,
these needs and goals are not clearly cornmunicated; indeed, many

of the network may not realíze the role that they play.
look at the case of the B. family.

LIe

members

only have to

Mrs. B. felt the problem 1ay only

wiÈh ì'Ir. B.'s drinking habits, whereas the extended farnily network pointed

out that they felt there were inequíties in her behaviour as well.
fact.or lras a def inite plus for the therapist.,

f

This

or it rnight have taken

weeks of marital or nuclear family counsellinj to arrive at the same end.

By convening the extended famlly network while it was experienci-ng stress,

these particular difficulties

were pinpointed much earlier.

In this case

the network seemed to exert, a fconstructively coercivet force on the
marital couple.
The approach is not lrithout its 1i-mitations.

Networks cannoË always

supply supPort or even recognize the need to provide resources.

Some

networks may function qufte rpathologicallyt if viewed from our societyrs

7
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value stance. Cl-íents may be involved with an entirely unacceptable
network (ie: criminals, or alcoholics), and the support that this network

offers thaÈ client may work at cross-purposes to the stance that we as
social workers must espouse. The task is to aid the clíent in establishing
himself in a new network, as is previously discussed in Chapter III.
It should be noted here that Alcoholics
of social network intervention.

Anon¡rmous does use

a form

The principles behind A.A. stress the

importance of forming new networks and discarding old; the comaraderie
and r¿íllingness to aid and assíst

netr¡ork formation.

ne\^r members

is all part of the

new

In Èhis sense A.A. and related organízations are

extremely powerful adjunct when one is dealing with problems related

an
Èo

alcohol abuse.

Generally speaking it is not possible to make any long term predíctions
as to the future behavíour of the indíviduals and famllies involved in
this project.

However, the indícations are that there is a degree of

optirnism to be connected with the use of a network based approach.

As indicated previously, tv¡o of the fíve 'identified

problem drinkersf

had maintained sobriety to the time of follow-up while two others had
decreased their drinking substantiatly.

Many

of the clients and client

groups reporred that they had discontinued lnvolvement with other agencies.
Some

femilies had been involved with several different agencies at

the point of intake.

Referrals to other sources of help, such as

Vocational Rehab. Services, and Ëhe Child Development Clinic were noted

5-9

as helpful, and overall it seemed that clíents followed through on referrals
rnade

by the writer.
Initiating

to facilítate

and maintaining conÈact with other helpers involved seemed
Èhe termination with or connecÈion with social service

agencíes.

In concluding this chapter it is worthwhile to note that any r¿orker
who wishes

to adopt and use a network based approach to practice must

be willing

to invest time and a great deal of erhotional energy. Convening

a network puts one at risk and often in full view of clíents and other

l

l,

I

professionals.

In the final analysis, however, the payoffs to client

and

li
¡l

worker alíke are worthwhile.
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Chapter VI
Summary and Eval-uation

of Student Learning Experience
This chapter is an attempt to summaríze the developmental learning
experiences provided during the course of conducting this practicum.

In general- the combined activiËies of reading, clinical

work,

and

weekly supervision enabled me to translate theory into practice in such

a way that activities

were planned and meaningful.

I feel that major growth has occurred in relation to the acquisition
of skil1s for working with families.
Although considerably more experience in convening larger

netr^7ork

sessions is certainly necessary in order to gain confidence and competence

in this area, the limited experience that I did have was worthwhile

and

provi-ded an excellent background. One does not realize the complexity
and risk invol-ved in such assemblies until

I feel that viewing

human

one attempÈs to convene one,

behaviour and human problems in the

context of social networks offers several advantages. These
apparent to me as I read the líterature

became

and attempted to translate ít

into practice.
I feel that the skllls acquired during the course of this. practicum
are transferrabl-e to other social work acÈl.vities.

This has

become

increasingly apparent to me. Most recently I have been engaged in
activítes related to child protectÍon work. I have found Lhat the
framework provided by a network based approach Èo practice is extremely

1
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useful in this líne of work. I find lhat more often than not I

am

required to intervene in a network rather Ëhan a farnil-y. BiologÍcalParents, foster-parents, step-parents, peers, and other service agencíes
are all targets for intervention.

I

am now

confident that my skills

as a worker equip me to deal with such complex sets of relationships

in a planned and rational manner.
I thoroughly enjoyed reading the materíal in the areas of substance
abuse and alcoholism.

Generally speaking, the opportunity to read this

material and discuss it with colleagues and families has given me a
great deal of ínsight into the problems associated with drug and alcohol
abuse.

Overall I feel that I have increased my professíonal competency
during the past year, however, thaÈ díd not come abouÈ \,rithout a great
deal of uncertainty and self-analysís.

In general I feel the learning

experiences allowed me to achieve the general objectives that I had

initially

expected to, and most certainly had benefÍts beyond that.

A sincere expression of thanks to all who'allowed this to happen.

l

l
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FAlIilLY NETH'ORK
Dale

|ITAP FOR

Constructed-

Age==_--

Place

Circle

One: lr{an \l'oman Girl

Boy

lrlade---=--

Residence

____._ I ivcd

the re hou, long?

Circle the u'ords that apply, or fill in the blank:
AN)' RECENT CFLA,n*GES IN YOUR LìFE:
Ilajor illn'ess / change of job / change of school / marri::ge / separation
children leave home / deaths I or--._

/

divorce

/

children born

Hon' u'ould ¡,ou describe your life at present? Happy? Unsettled? Troubled? Going along
a state of uphcaval? Or
.Add any' other inlormation that he)ps define your circunrstances

In

as al*,a_r,s?

+f,*****+******r+**+**++**++*+t*+**+**++++++*l*¡i**++*+++r*+**a+***++++a*+t++a*r+a

Itfost of us are familiar with famjly trees as a \\'ay of mapping or diagramming famity relationships.
However, family trees tell only aboul tegal and blood relationships, not hou'we feel about the various
people in the family. They have anothe¡ shortcoming too. Thel,do nol include friends and othe¡

people who are often just as important to us as family memben.

A family netwo¡k incl,udes the family and all the kinfolk you know. but it also incìudrs nci{l¡hürs,
work associales, classmales, and even people in stores or officials and prol'essional peoplr uho a¡e
important in -'-our life - and of course, friends. By following fhe di¡ections inside this folder. ¡ou *.ill
be able lo or¡anize a map of all these relationships into a diag.ram that will be uniquell.vours - \,our
frmil¡ network.
The famil¡,nel\À'ork maP you construct is ¡,our own * mal:ing il ma1' help you understand vour llfe
little beltet. Ilosl people need space for about 50 people, but some know fewer, and some
think ofover a hundred. Turn this page and see hou,your nelwork is constructed.
spãce a

CopyrighÈ Dr. Carolyn Attneave

Revised L977.
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There will be four lists of names fo r you to make. Follow the directions carefully for each one.
Use any name or identification that hel ps YOU to know who each person is. (Mary L., Mary 8.,
Uncle Joe, Miss T., Red the
After each name put a o for men or boys, a o for women
or girls. Make it about this
. If animals or pets are inrportant personalities in your life,
put a a after their name.
LIST I: Your Household - rhe people you lìve wÍth.
List below the names of everyone in your home. If you belong to a family it will be all the family roomates, members of communes or groups living together, cooks, housekeepers, roomers - all the
people under your roof. These a¡e the people with whom you eat, sleep, and talk at home. Put yourself down fìrst. Don't forget to put theD or o after each one.

Now go back and put a

I in the o or

o

after your own name, a 2 in the sign alter the next, until

each has a number.

LIST II: SìgnÍficant emotíonal reløtionshíps - these arepeopleyoufeel snongly about and see or Íalk
to often. You nuy see them daÍly, weekl¡,, but several times a year.
Use the same o or o after each one. Include both family and friends. Include any persons you
strongly dislike or that you feel dislikes you very much. Write numbers in the symbols starting witli
the next number after the list above. Later you may think of someone else to add. You should do so,
and use whatever number is next at that time. Do not be concemed if the numbers get out of order
on the page.

3

III: Casual Relatìonshìps - people you feel less strongly about even though you see them øbout
often - at least several tìmes a yeør(perhaps weekly ot even almost every day).
Number their symbols as you have been doing. You may want to add others, later, or to List II or IV
at the same time. Just keep numbering as you go.

LIST
as

LIST

IV: Distant

Relationshlps

-

On. this list put the people who may live lar away or whom you seldom see except on special occasions.
For instancã, weddingi, funerals, class re-unions, conventions, bar mitsvahs, graduations. Some of

these a¡e folks you see only when you or they make special trips. People on this list are folks you
probably see once a year, or every few years. Continue numbering as you think of people, on this or
any of the earlier lists.

1
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When you think you have jotted down almost everybody on each list, it is time to rnake the
Family network map. Unfold the sheet so it is directly below the lists, and lollow these directions.

The map is a series of circles or "zones" numbered like your lists. In the center put yourself
and the people you live with (List I), using jrtst the numbered o's, o's or Â'sNotice that the other zones are divided by a dotted line through the center. On the left of the
dotted line put people who are usually considered Family - parents, cNldren, aunts, uncles, cotrsins,
inlaws, etc.- You may use the space within the zones to indicate closeness or distancè il you feel it
helps to make how you feel about these relationslúps clear. Use the nuntbered symbols just as you did
for your household.
On the right

ofthe dotted line put the other people - neighbors, friends, etc.

It helps to put people who know each other or spend time together closer to one another, but it
is not essential. If you think of new ones to add, be sure to put them on the list and give them the
next numbers. Then place their symbols on the map,
Notice that the section at the bottom is marked off for those you dislike or have difficuìt¡' with,
q'hether family or others.
When you have placed all the people, using their numbered symbols, draw lines to connect those

that know one another, or spend time together. You don't need to connect people rvith yourself,
because you know ever)¡one. You don't need to connect the people inside zone I, since presumeably

everyone who lives together knows everyone else. However, if some people in zone one are particularly
close to, or know people in other zones better than others, you may indicate that connection with
lines.

The lines will cross one another, making a spider web or network diagram - the pattem that
results is a map of your network. Alongside the diagram page 6 will suggest some "landmarks" you
may find.
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PUT ALL

PUT ALL FAN'IILY &
KINF-OLK ON THIS SIDE

NON-FAI\{ILY ON THIS SIDE
(Friends, Neighbors, etc. )

IONSH IPs
¡1"

o\{ ÀL

o

LY SI G À
à

PUT ANY PEOPLE \l¡HO ]\ÍAKE YOU
UNCOMFORTABLE OR WHOI\{ YOU DISLIKE
BETWEEN THESE LINES

.

6

Landmark structures J'ou nmy find in your
I

ne

îwork tnap:

You may find someone who seenls to connect with nrany pe:ople
in a number of zones, and maybe both family and others' This
person's lines make a kind of star or knot in the network.
They are a nexus for information and action. Think about

{.

o

a

what would happen if they moved âway or died, or became ill.
Who rvould take their place? How could things involving other
¡reople get done? Are they helpful or do they hinder changes?

Therr nray be one or several nexr¡s persons. lt is interesting to note
ircther they are people you like or dislike. Are the ¡' people in ¡our intima
o¡ more casual and distant zones?
q

a

2. \'ou may find that the star includes

a small group of several related people
u,ho connect among the¡rrselves and each knou, man5, people. This is
a plexus in your Network - it can be a knot or a s\Ä'ìtclìboard for
getting information or organizing activity. If this group
is aflected by changes * death, moves, etc., it may nrake
life diflicult for a while just as it hurts when you are
hit in your solar plexus . . .

There may be one or several plexus groups. A large visible
plexus is often called a Clique. Sometimes a clique is closed
- it has no connection to othen. Sometimes a nexus person
is part of a plexus. A clique is open if one or more nrembers äre
nexus persons.
3

a

lt

Solne people seem unconnected to anyone else. Thcsc pr'r'sons are
- perhaps as a balance for the closeness of the plexus
or nexus people - perhaps they share a part of your life others do not. They
may be left after a plexus has broken up in another stage ofyour life.
Think about how and why they are important. \ilhat would ¡esult
if they got to know sonre ol the other people? If they moved or
died? If you moved or changed in some way?

important to you

4.

You may also want to look at the distribution of
people

-

are there mo¡e men? more women?

about even? What zones have the most people? The
least? Where are the pets or animals if any? Are there
many people you dislike or have diffìculty with cornpared
to ihose you like? Are they fan'rily or others? Where in the zones
do the nexus people occur? Does a plexus stay in the same zone or
cross zone lines? Are there more familv and kinfolk or more non relatives?

la

AFTER YOU HAVE LOCATED THE LANDMARKS An.D T}]OUGHT AtsOUT YOUR NETWORK
N1AP }'OU MIGHT LIKE TO TRY TO UNDERSTAND T4ORE ABOUT HOW IT DEVELOPED. IF
YOU TURN OVER THE SHEET YOU WILL FI¡ND SOÌtlE QT,ESTIONS TO HELP YOU FIND OUT
MORE ABOUT YOURSELF AND YOUR FAMILY NETWORK.
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FAMILY A'ETII'ORK AND

UNDERST, NDING

T.IOI4

IT

CHANGES

''OUR

The following questions relate to events that frcquently cause changes in Farnily networks.
So¡netimes these changes cause stress even though we have not realized why. People seem to relate
differently, or we feel differentll, to*,ard thcm. iúost of us need a variety of other people in ntany
relationships - understanding the events that cause changes nray hr'lp us figure out what to do to
reslore a torn or broken network or to shift ourselves and our relafionships so that they are tnore
. r-Illlortable a nd helpful.
I

\foving oflen changes the netrvork - sonleti¡nes s,e feel urlco¡llfortable rvithout old friends
or family - s,¡¡netinles new pe ople fit into old places on the map, and so¡netinres new landnrarks

and arrangenrents develop. Ilorv long have you iived in this town or neighborhood?
If you have ¡noved fairl¡, recently (rvithin a )/ear or so) you might want to construct a map of
your old netrvork and see rvho is missing now. Have some people moved closer or farther l¡om

you or one another? Are there new people? Do the new people fìt into the
different

same patterns or

ones?

II.

Deaths or departures of other people affect a network. Have there been any deaths in vour
network in the past couple of years? \'ou might like to use a diflerent color and lìll in the nrissing
person(s) and their relationships to see what dilfe¡ence it rnakes on your network nrap. Or¡ou
niight u,ish to construct a map showing the missing people as the relationships were in an earlier
period in your life. Has anyone moved closer or further awa)'on the nrap since this hap¡rcnt'd?
Il the pemons were a nexus or part of a plexus or clique rvhat happened to that landnrark? lf
tlre¡,were an isolated person has anyone else taken tlleir place?

III.

Milestones in life are marriages. births, graduations, divorces or separations. If these events have
in your life or in the lives ol key lanclmark people in your network. the map will undoubtedly reflect the changes in relationships. Use either a color or a new map to show these

occured

changes.

change in your job or in your lifestyle will affect many relationships. Similar changes of
people in the network will also change their positions. Use the extra map of colors to show the

IV. A

ch anges.

v

lf

you have been critically

ill -

or

if

a member of your intinlate ci¡cle has been ill orin trouble.

how has this changed the network patterns? A "before" map compared with the present ma¡'
help locate the changed relationships. Note especially people who moved in toward the center
zones or further away during this type of crisis.

VI. Wh¡t

was your network like when you were l0 - l5? Construct a map and cornpare with your
present one. Who is still present? Whe¡e? What is different? Some changes occur about every
l0 years or so - you nright like to make a network h-istory by doing a series

I

VIl. l-low u'ould you like your network to be? Construct an ideal network - use real people in the
relationships you wish they had - including leaving some out of course - and add ones you
wish were part of your lile by describing them even though you don't think they exist at present.
Keep the new ones and the changes in ¡nind and think about how you could make it happen.

These are only a feu projects that vou c¡n do. Talking the network map over, and comparing with
others is oflen intcrr-sling and hr:lpful. If 5,6¡ or. working with a counselor or therapist they will help
¡ ou ivith Ihest' exIlorations.

LISTS FOR ¡IAKING

A

COMP.ARISON n"ETI+'ORK lltAP

Describe Íhe comparisoìt )'our haye cltosen.

LIST

I.

Y<tur Household

LIST IV: Distant People

(¡'ourself)

LIST

Age at linte represented

II:

Significanr

People

LIST

III:

Casual Relationships

I
PLACE FAMILY &
KIN ON THIS SIDE

OTHER PEOPLE
PLACED ON THIS SIDE

PLE
{ 1 Eo
I

-

s

I

PUT PEOPLE YOU DISLIKE OR \1'[IO ]\'IAKE
YOU UNCO]\TFORTABI,E BET\\'EEN ]'HESE LINES
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How long clid

it

take you to complete your fìrst nNetwork Map?

The second Network Map?

How do you think you can use the experience and information?

If ¡-ou art' ordering more Netrvork

lr{aps, how do you anticipate using them?

For better understanding people's social contexts, it is useful to collect Family Network Maps from
many peopìe. lf you will send your network map with comments describing it and howyou reacted,
a discounl will be given with your next order. Any resulting research will of course protect your
identity. Simply sign and ñll in the address below.

I offer this completed Family Network Map for

research purposes in exchange for a new blank which

should be sent to me at the add¡ess below:

Signature-

Name--Street

/ Boi

City

No.

Country-

State--

-

Zíp-

It{ail to Caroì5n L. Attneave, Ph.D., 5206 Ivanhoe Place N. 8,.. Scattle, Washington 98105. U.S.A

( op¡'right hr'( arolyn L. Attneave.
REVISL,D ,4.T'RIL. I977

197.5

x11

ELm¡€ 'a{+¡ Kare¡rr s_goüwp4

Þrbøded Farutly

lifotl¡er

Couosellor
(crr Beserve)

Faüher

A.A.
Spcnsor

ld.fo

6htrd
Fbl.ends

A.A.

(on resenre)

BoyfH.end

S¡ro:sor

Dr.

L

(prescrtpbLcrr
source)

Brother (x)

slster

(V)

Eeren

Dr, K, (referrlng

ph¡ætclan)

}"other (J)
sú.ster (M)
H:lends

(rn crry)

Cor¡rsel]-or
(fVtecrAsfrtp hrt¡'e)

Federal Govrt llorker

I'f¡. & Lfrs. V.
Sbr¡de¡rü (Writer)

Cor¡rsel'l

(sctroor)

Teaehers

or

Teacher ÀLde

(furaforUs, fosüer
care situatlon)

xiit

R

-

T'nm'l'l

y

ELaine

Eríe
Anne & John

Dr. M. (Psychiat.rísÈ)

Barbara & Jím

Mr.

B

Mrs.

Carol

A.A.

Sponsor

Bowling Friends

B.

Cindy

- Boyfriend

Therapist

Clarice & Btl-l
Friends

of

Carol-

Chrístine & Norman

x].v

Evaluatíon QuesÈionnaíre
Name

A. I

In general did you find these sessions helpful?
Yes

Somewhat

No

Comnents:

2

overall do you feel you achieved your goals r¿hich you set out at
the beginning of the sessions?
Yes

B

No

rf your family, friends, or other persons r¿ere included in sessions
please ansvrTer the followÍng questions.
I

I{as having these people present during sessions helpful?

Yes
2

c

SomewhaË

SomewhaÈ

No

Are there any conments you would tíke to make about having these
people present during sessíons? rf so please feel free tp do so.

Since the beginning of sessíons has your (or your husband's, daughterrs
etc.) drínking behaviour;
increased
decreased
remained the same

*Note: Thís questionnaire served the r¡rriter prímarfly as a mechanism for
providing feedback, rather than as a research tool

